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Presented by the Iowa Department of
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fc 'hensive hearing conservation
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hearing impaired (HI) pupils. Part I cons-
ists of Iowa's Rules of Special Education
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authority, scope, general principles and

. regarding audiometric symbols, iden-
t ification audiometry, and audiology
programs in educational settings for HI
children. (LS) .0
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ABSTRACT 781
EC 002 708 ED 025 061
Publ. Date 68 399p.
Eisenson. Jon: Ogilvie, Mardel
Speech Correction in the Schools.
EDRS not available
The Macmillan Compan!, 866 Third
Avenue, New York, Nevi York 10022
($6.25).

Descriptor : exceptional child educa-
tion: speeco handicapped; articulation
(speech); oeech handicaps; retarded
speh devtlopment; language develop-
ment; voice disorders; stuttering; hear-
ing loss; cleft palate; minimally brain
injured; cerebral palsy; aphasia; speech
therapy; speech improvement

An introduction to the problems and
therapeutic needs of school age children
whose speech requires remedial atten-
tion, the text is intended for both the
classroom teacher and the speech cor-
rectionist. General considerations in-
clude classification and incidence of
speech defects, speech correction serv-
ices, the teacher as a speaker, the mech-
anism for speech, the production of
speech sounds, development of language
in children, and stimulating language
development. Specific speech problems
considered are delayed or retarded
speech, defects of articulation, v)ice
disturbances. stuttering, speech and im-
paired hearing. deft palate. and brain
damage, both -,erebral palsy and dyslo-
gia. Methods, procedures, materials.
references, and study questions are list-
ed. (JB)

ABSTRACT 1686
EC 003 924 ED 030 241
Publ. Date 69 381 p.
Van Hattum, Rolland J., Ed.
Clinical Speech in the Schools; Or-
ganization and Management.
EDRS not available
Charles C Thomas, Publkher, 301-327
East Lawrence Avenue. Springfield. Illi-
nois 62703 ($12,50).

Descriptors: exceptional child educa-
tion; speech handicapped; speech thera-
py; speech therapists; program adminis-
tration; teacher role: teacher attitudes;
teacher responsibility: ethical values:
school organization; school systems; ad-
ministrator role: interdisciplinary ap-
proach; consultants: counseling: parent
counseling; research methodology;
scheduling; time blocks: educational fa-
cilities; classrooms: educational equip-
ment: identificat:on; teaching load; stu-
dent records

Eleven articles, including an overview
by Van Hattum. consider the nature of
the speech specialist and his administra-
tive responsibilities, The role of the
speech clinician, as a professional per-
son. is treated by Myfanwy Chapman: as
a member of the educational team, by
Frederick Garbee; as a consultant, by
Gerald Freeman; as a counselor, by
Charles Mange; and as a researcher, by
Oliver Nikoloff. Aspects of professional
planning of the speech clinician covered
include program scheduling, by Van
Hattum; planning time and facilities. by

GENERAL

Lee Fisher; case finding, selection, and
load, by Ronald Sommers; the therapy
program. by Sommers: and reporting in
the schools and to the community. by
Fisher. (GI))

ABSTRACT 2472
EC 005 801 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 70 236p.
Rochmis, Lyda N.; Doob, Dorothy
Speech 1...erapy: A Group Approach
for Schools and Clinics.
EDRS not available
John Day Company, Inc., 257 Park
Avenue South, New York, New York
l0010 ($7.95).

Descriptors: exceptional child educa-
tion; speech handicapped; speech thera-
py; stuttering; voice disorders; speech
clinics: articulation (speech); English
(second language); physiology; reading:
speech improvement: classroom tech-
niques

Written for speech clinicians in the
schools, the book explores method by
which the group therapy situation can
function efficiently and effectively to
relate speech theory to clinical practice.
Goals of therapy are enumerated, and
correctional procedures presented. to-
gether with original drill material which
is designed for the secondary school
level, but may be adapted. Opening
chapters define speech defects, explore
standards of good speech, and discuss
drill techniques. Subsequent chapters
arc devoted to the following specific
therapeutic areas: lisping; voice disor-
ders; stuttering: vowel and consonant
difficulties: and dialect problems. Ana:
my and physiology are treated, as is
reading as a therapeutic aid. Appendixes
provide sample forms, rating scales, and
information for teacher use of speech
therapy in the classroom. LIB)

ABSTRACT 3404
EC 006 225 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 70 9p.
Irwin, John V.
Speech Pathology and Behavior Mod-
ification.
EDRS not available
Acta Symbolica: VI NI P15-23 Spr
1970

Descriptors: exceptional child services;
speech handicapped; language handi-
capped: speech pathology; speech thera-
py: behavior change; language learning;
reinforcement; stimulus devices; behav.
ior theories

The increasing interaction between
speech pathology and behavior modifi-
cation is discussed from the standpoint
of traditional speech pathology. The
types of constructs by which speech
pathology historically and currently has
organized its clinical thinking are de-
fined as organic. psychodynamic, mathe-
matical, and electronic. The general
acceptance, dissatisfaction, and clinical
limitations of construct approaches are
discussed. The expansion of behavior
modificati JO, behaviorists' contributions
to speech pathology, and techniques of

eliciting new responses (including imita-
tion, shaping. stimulus variation, and
relevant instruction) are explained.
Problem areas concerning the accept-
ance of behavior modification by tradi-
tional speech pathologists are desCribed.
Also explained are some problems of
language learning and remediation: ac-
quisition of language. what to teach,
carryover, reinforcement schedules, dis-
criminatory stimuli, secondary rein-
forcement. unlearning, errorless dis-
crimination, and symptom substitution.
(GD)

ABSTRACT 113
EC 03 0113 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 70 2T7p,
Egland, Geo:
Speech an, -Ago, Problems: A
Guide for t. 'room Teacher.
EDRS not aval
Prentice-Hall, PublisheN, Engle-
wood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632 ($6.95).

Descriptors: exceptional child educa-
tion; language development; speech
handicapped; articulation (speech); lan-
guage handicapped; aurally handi-
capped; stuttering; speech therapy;
teacher role; speech improvement

Speech and language and their normal
development are explained for the class-
room teacher and the teacher's role as a
member of the speech therapy team is
defined. Language and speech problems
are discussed along with problems of
speech output in the classroom. Advice
is given the teacher on how to help
children with problems of articulation,
language. nonfluency, and hearing.
Methods for analysis, prevention, and
prevention of these problems in every-
day classrooms are suggested. (JD)

ABSTRACT 206
EC 03 0206 FJjN.A.
Publ. Date Aug 70 I 62p.
Goda, Sidney
Articulation Therapy and Consonant
Drill Book.
EDRS not available
Grune And Stratton, Inc.. 757 Third
Avenue, New York, New York 10017
($6.75).

Descriptors: exceptional child services;
speech handicapped; articulation
(speech); speech therapy: instructional
materials; speech evaluation

Drill materials and rationale for articu-
lation therapy are provided for the use
of speech pathologists and primary
grade teachers. Drill material is present-
ed by normal age of phonemic mastery
and most words are at or below grade 4
reading level. Material is also arranged
by word length and parts of speech.
Several methods of evaluation and treat-
ment of articulation disorder are dis-
cussed. (MS)

ABSTRACT 923
EC 03 0923 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 70 72p.
Jones. Ruth E.



For Speech Sake. Activities for Class-
room Teachers and Speech Thera-
pists.
EDRS not available
Fearon Publishers, 2165 Park Boule-
vard, Palo Alto, California Q4306
($2.00).

Descriptors: exceptional child educa-
tion; speech handicapped; speech im-
provement; class activities; teaching
methods; classrooms; speech therapy;
games; teacher role

The book is designed to help the ele-
mentary school teacher eliminate or
prevent functional speech difficulties in
her classroom by incorporating speech
lessons into the daily program. The
chapter discussing speech correction and
language development gives general
suggestions for organizing daily speech
lessons, defines types of speech prob-
lems, and lists helpful books zind period.
icals. A second chapter contains teach-
ing methods, stressing the use of films,
stories, poems, conversation, and games.
A presentation of speech sounds con-
tains suggestions for teaching each
sound through the use of various activi
ties. The final chapter contains addition-
al games and activities for younger and
older children. (KW)

ABSTRACT 1115
EC 03 1115 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 70 I 22p.
Blake, James Neal
Speech Education Activities for Child-
ren.

h DRS not available
(harles C Thomas, Publisher, 301-327
East Lawrence Avenue. Springfield. Illi-
nois 62703 (S8.00).

Descriptors: exceptional child educa-
tion; speech handicapped; speech thera-
py: class activities; speech improvement,
dementary school students; dramatics;
story telling; discussion teachin; tech-
nique)

Designed to be helpful to the classroom
teacher and also to the speech therapist.
the book suggests activities wbich will
incorporate speech education as an inte-
gral part of dementary school educa-
tion. Following a discussion of the func-
tions of speech and of the learning of
sounds and the ability to listen, speech
stimulation activities are described
(finger plays, action games, oral reading,
choral i,peaking). Other categories of
activities for speech covered are dramat-
ic activities, storytelling, talks, conversa-
tion, and discussions. (KW)

ABSTRACT 1396
EC 03 1396 ED 046 200
Publ. Date 71 213p.
Buddenhagen, Ronald G.
Establishing Vocal Verbalization/4 in
Mute Mongoloid Children.
EDRS not available
Research Press Company, 2612 North
Mattis Street, Champaign, Illinois 61820
(S9.95).

Descriptors exceptional child educa-
tion; mongolism; institutionalized (per-
sons); behavior change: verbal operant

conditioning; mentally handicapped;
voice disorders; mutism

Behavior modification as an attack upon
the problem of mutism in mongoloid
children establishes the basis of the text.
Case histories of four children in a state
institution present the specific strategy
of speech therapy using verbal condi-
tioning. Imitation and attending behav-
ior, verbal chaining, phonetic theory,
social reinforcement, deprivation, and
punishment are all examined in relation
to the four subjects. The etiology of
mutism among institutionalized mongo-
loid children is dealt w, .1 in a separate
section. A glossary of phonetic symbols
and terminology conclude the text. (CD)

ABSTRACT 1620
EC 03 1620 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 68 232p.
Eldridge, Margaret
A History of the Treatment of Speech
Disorders.
EDRS not available
Williams And Wilk ins Company, 428
East Preston Street, Baltimore, Mary-
land 21202(.$6.75).

Descriptors: speech handicapped; speech
pathology; speech therapy; historical re-
views; foreign countries: speech hera-
pists

The volume traces the history and devel-
opment of treatment for dkorders of
human speech. The account of the evo-
lution of speech pathology and speech
therapy begins with pre-Renaissance
times, although thc major portion of the
book concentrates upon developments
and progress in the 20th century. with
major emphasis on the years 1946
through 1966. The historical review en-
compasses trends, activities. therapy, re-
search, organizations, and individuals
contributing to the field in countries
around the world. KW)

ABSTRACT 1819
EC 03 1819 ED N.A,
Publ. Date 70 307p.
Morley, Muriel E.
Cleft Palate and Speech.
EDRS not av ailable
Williams and Wilkins Company, 28 East
Preston Street, Baltimore, Maryland
21202 (S11.25).

Descriptors: speech handicapped; cleft
palate; speech therapy; physiology; med-
ical treatment; speech evaluation; speech
(physiology)

The stated aim of the handbook is to
describe the causes of defective speech
due to cleft palate and to provide practi-
cal treatment suggestions. The informa-
tion is intended to help students, clini-
cians in speech pathology, and others
involved in the management of cleft pal-
ate to understand more fully both the
condition and the outlook and work of
other professionals involved in the total
care of the patient. The development of
the face and mouth in congenital Jens
of lip and palate is detailed, as are the
structure and functions of the normal
palate and the palatophyaryngeal sphinc-
ter. The story of the development of
cleft palate surgery is outlined, including
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the various operative procedures em-
ployed. Other topics examined are prob-
lems of feeding, growth, and speech as-
sociated with cleft palate, the assessment
of speech, and general considerations
and specific suggestions for speech thera-
py. Case histories are quoted to illustrate
speech development after surgical treat-
ment for cleft palate. (KW)

ABSTRACT 1821
EC 03 1821 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 68 534p.
West, Robert W. Ansberry, Merle
The Rehabilitation of Speech.
EDRS not available
Harper and Row, Publishers, 49 East
33rd Street, New York, New York 10016
(S12.95).

Descriptors: speech handicapped; speech
pathology; speech therapy; speech im-
provement; speech handicaps; speech
(physiology)

A textbook of diagnostic and corrective
procedures based upon a critical study of
speech disorders, the volume covers
both the study and treatment cf disor-
ders and defects of speech. The ti,-st part
of the text concerns the pathology of
speech and the rationale of its rehabilita-
tior., and data is presented on the neuro-
physiological mechanism for speech pro-
duction, normality versus abnormality,
chromosomal disorders, dyslalias, stut-
tering, audiogenic speech disorders,
aphasia, dysarthrias, dysphonia, second-
ary thsorders of speech, and case study
and evaluation. Remedal principles are
the topic of the second section, in which
information is presented regarding the
treatment of speech disorders. Discussed
are the bases of rehabilitory procedures,
and specific therapy for articulatory de-
fects, dysfluencies, dysfunctions of
voice, and disorders of symbolization
and language. Principles of audiology
and factors involved in hearing rehabili-
tation are also surveyed. (KW)

ABSTRACT 2242
EC 03 2242 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 71 308p.
Wells, Charlotte G.
Cleft Palate and Its Associate," Speech
Disorders.
EDRS not available
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West
42nd Street, New York, New York 10036
(510.95).

Descriptors: exceptional child services;
speech handicapped; cleft palate; cleft
lip: speech pathology; speech therapy;
etiology; speech evaluation; speech phy-
siology

The treatment of cleft palate and related
speech handicaps proceeds in a sequence
from general to specific and from back-
ground information to clinical application
of principles. The history and incidence
of cleft palate and some of the ways in
which various disciplines have treated it
are reviewed. Normal growth and devel-
opment and the function of structures in
the prepalatal and palatal areas are de-
scribed. The discussion of the causes of
clefts emphasizes etiology and pathoge-
nesis: reasons for prcnatal development



failures resulting in clefts and the ways
in which such failures occur. The types
and effects of congenital clefts are de-
tailed, followed by the description of a
typical cleft palate child. Pointed out in
the review of interdisciplinary rehabilita-
tion efforts are the major contributions
and some of the terminology of the team
members: surgeon, orthodontist, prostho-
dontist, and speech pathologist. Specific
information on speech assessment and
very detailed plans for the remedial proc-
ess are presented. Also included is an
extensive bibliography of references
from a number of disciplines. (KW)

ABSTRACT 2245
EC 03 2245 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 71 241p.
Boone, Daniel R.
The Voice and Voice Therapy.
EDRS not available
PrenticHall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey 07632 (57.95).

Descriptors: speech handicapped; voice
disorders, speech therapy: speech evalu-
ation; speech physiology

Through an understanding of the vocal
mechanism and its pathologies the book
presents a therapeutic philosophy for
successful treatment of persons with
aphonias and dysphonias. Following dis-
cussions of symptomatic voice therapy.
the vocal mechanisms and hyperfunc-
tion. disorders of vocal fold mass and
approximation, and methods of voice
evaluation, specific therapy procedures
for voice disorders are described. The
specific procedural recommendations are
illustrated with case examples and photo-
graphs. Therapy approaches for all hy-
perfunctional voice problems are cov-
ered, in addition to techniques for per-
sons with resonance disorders, for laryn-
gectomy patients, for the deaf, and for
others with special problems. In all, over
20 techniques for the treatment of voice
disorders are detailed. (KW)

ABSTRACT 2355
EC 03 2355 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 71 161p.
Moore. G. Paul
Organic Voice Disorders.
EDRS not available
Prentice-Hall. Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey 07632 (56.95).

Descriptors: speech handicapped; voice
disorders; speech therapy; clinical diag-
nosis; specch evaluation; speech physiol-
ogy

Designed for advanced students of
speech pathology and clinicians, the
book treats the development, diagnosis,
and therapy of voice disorders. Focused
upon are organic voice disorders, caused
by alterations of the organs that produ:e
voice, rather than functionally-caused
problems. Voice disorders are defined
and classified as relating to phonation or
resonance. Voice mechanisms and the
physiology of speech are described and
illustrated. Stressed ire the physiology
of phonation and the fundamentals of
phonatory theory. Organic modifications,
including diseases, lesions, and other
impairments that influence voice, are

enumerated. The chapter on diagnostic
procedures presents functional plans for
the diagnostic session and outlines steps
in voice assessment. The discussion of
therapeutic procedures covers medical
therapy. environmental therapy, and di-
rect voice rehabilitation. Delineated for
each type of therapy are the profession-
als involved, the etiologies and underly-
ing presumptions that provide the ration-
ale for the treatment, results expected,
and specific therapeutic measures
through which results are achieved.
(KW)

ABSTRACT 2479
EC 03 2479 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 71 159p.
Blake, James Neal
Speech, Language and Learning Dis-
orders: Education and Therapy.
EDRS not available
Charles C Thomas. Publisher, 301-327
East Lawrence Avenue, Springfield, Illi-
nois 62703 (57.50).

Descriptors: exceptional child services:
learning disabilities; language handi-
capped: speech handicapped; communi-
cation problems; speech therapy: lan-
guage instruction; remedial instruction:
communication skills
The text, oriented oward the theory of
communication disorders as disorders of
symbolic processes, consists primarily of
suggestions for remediation of speech.
language. and learning disorders and is
addressed e4ecially to speech and lan-
guage therapists, special educators. edu-
cational therapists. and psychologists
Interested in remedial measures applied
to disorders of communication and sym-
bolization. Information processing path-
ways. symbolic transformation of signs.
symbols. and signals. and foundations of
communication are discussed in the
opening chapters. Suggested educational
and therapeutic techniques are then pre-
sented for language and learning disor-
ders and voice disorders. General meth-
ods of therapy for articulation problems
and stuttering are also outlined. The
closing chapter discusses briefly some of
the common constructs and approaches
used in speech. language. and education-
al therapy. (KW)

ABSTRACT 2482
EC 03 2482 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 70 396p.
Information Sources in Hearing,
Speech and Communication Disor-
ders. Part 2: Organizations and Devel-
opmental Edition.
National Institute of Neurological Di-
seases and Blindness (NIH), Baltimore.
Maryland. Informanon Center for Hear-
ing. Speech, and Disorders Of Human
Communicatio.
EDRS not availaile
Information Center for Hearing. Speech.
and Disorders of Human Communica-
tion, 310 Harriet Lane Home. the Johns
Hopkins Medical Institutions, Baltimore.
Maryland 21205.

Descriptors: exceptional child services:
au-ally handicapped; speech handi-
capped: language handicapped; directo-
ries; information centers; national organi-
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2ations; agencies; professional education:
financial support; research projects; fed-
eral aid

The directory lists informstion sources in
hearing. speech. and communication dis-
orders for professionals, teachers. stu-
dents, librarians, and administrators. The
guide lists the following major types of
organizations and programs: information
centers and services, libraries, and spe-
cial collections; societies and associa-
tions, committees, and congresses; re-
search centers and research programs
professional v;Rining programs; and pri-
vate and govrrnment funding agencies.
An introduction precedes each major
section to cxplain the use of the section
and the arrangement of items, which
vary by type of organization or geogra-
phy. (KW)

ABSTRACT 2936
EC 03 2936 ED N.A
Publ. Date 71 163p.
Bleiberg. Aaron H.: Luebling. Harry E.
Parents Guide to Cleft Palate Habilita-
tion: The Team Approach.
EDRS not available
Exposition Press. Inc.. 50 Jericho Turn-
pike. Jericho. New York I 1753 (57.50i

Descriptors: excentional child research:
speech handicapped; le f t palate. cleft
lip: pa:ent role; parent child relationship:
interdisciplinan. approach
Wri.en primarily to help parents of
children with clefts fulfill their import,.^.:
role in the habilitation process. the hook
integrates. in nontechnical language. the
findings of a research study conducied
1- :he authors concerning the role and
responsibilities of parents in the team
approach to cleft palate habilitation
Typical problems of the child w ith a cleft
are first discussed. Then the modern-day
team approach to cleft palate habilitation
is discussed. with emphasis on the roles
of numerous specialists. Procedures in
cleft palate habilitation are explained. as
well as the causes of cleft lip and cleft
palate. The authors then relate the
child's emotional and speech develop-
ment to one another. The parent's role
and responsibilities in cleft palate habili-
tation are explained, followed by discus-
sion of a nationwide survey of cleft pal-
ate centers and the problems most often
encountered by parents. A short bibliog-
raphy of recommended reading for par-
ents is appended. in addition to an exten-
sive glossary of terms commonly used in
cleft palate habilitation. and a list of cleft
palate terms accepted by the American
Cleft Palate Association. (CB)

ABSTRACT 42
EC 04 0042
Publ. Date 7) 436p.
Eisenson, Jon: Ogilvie. Mardel
Speech Correction in the Schools.
Third Edition.
EDRS not available
Macmillan Company, 866 Third Avenue,
New York. New York 10022 (S7.95).

Descriptors: exceptional child services:
speech handicapped; speech therapy:
speech improvement: language develop-
ment; speech therapists; teacher role;



speech pathology; articulation (speech):
speech physiology

The volume, intended to introduce read-
ers to the problems and therapeutic
needs o. speech impaired school child-
ren. first presents general considerations
and background knowledge necessary tor
basic insights of the classroom teacher
and the school speech clinician in rela-
tion to the speech handicapped child.
Discussed are the classification and in-
cidence of speech defects, speech
correction services, and normal speech
istandards of speech, the mechanism for
speech, production of speech sounds.
and language development). Emphasized
are the roles and scope of the classroom
teacher and the speech clinician in coop-
erating to achieve common objectives.

Focused upon in the secone half of the
book are specific speech problems and
hos ). they affect the child's overall func-
tioning. Delayed or retarded speech, de-
fects of articulation, voice disorders,
stuttering, speech and impaired hearing,
cleft palate, and brain damage or dys-
function are examined. In each case the
discussion covers the nature and cause
of speech disturbance. implications fru)
therapy. therapeutic techniques of the
speech clinician and the related role of
the elassroom teacher. (kW)

ABSTRACT 1016
011, E \ \

l).t'c
Aalson I) Kenneth

oice Problems if Children.
FORS not as ailahle
W;lliams aed iji, Caelpan).. 42.) os;
Preston Street. Baltimore Mary land
212(12 iSh

Descriptors: exceptional child service,:
speech handieapped: ;iurally h ani.;)
capped. textbook,: speeeli therapist,:
speech therapy; etiologI clinical diagno-
sis

Although designed for use in training
speech elinicians, the intl.. k is thought
to he helpful to the practicing speech
therapist. In many instances, adult reme-
diation procedures are said to hzive been
adapted to children, hosed on clinical
experience with children having voice-
prohlems. Classification and etiology of
voice problems are reviewed and clinical
diagnostic procedures are described.
Remedial methods and techniques are
outlined for voice prohlems resulting
from laryngeal dysfunction. detects of
resonance, and hearing loss.
Examination and remedial procedures
utilized the team approach to the reme-
diation of voice problems. Anatomy and
physiology of the speech. and hearing
mechanisms are not included in the
hook. IC B)

ABSTRACT 1107
EC 04 1107 ED N.A.
Publ. Date "1 1312p
Travis, Lee Eda aid. Ed.
Handbook of Speech Pathology and
Audiology.
EDRS not available
Appleton-Century-Crofts. 440 Park AY e-
nue South. Nev. York. New York 1001(1
(529.95).

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
speech handicapped: aurall y. handi-
eapped; textboohs; speech pathology;
audiology; clinical diagnosis; speech ther-
apy; anatomy: physiology; psychology ;
communication problems: etiology; inter-
disciplinary approach; language handi-
cap,

Presented i; the revised edition of a ref.
erence textbook on th- cl:incal diagnosis
and treatment of spa, ch disorders. A
total of 50 chapters written by 44 authors
comprises the hook. Part one includes
nine chapters concerning concepts and
faetors common to all disorders of com-
munication such as terminology, phonet-
ics. acoustics, personality, diagnosis, and
therapy Seven chapters make up the
second section on hearing. Of general
concern is the person with a hearing loss
and his organs of hearing as considered
in anatomy. physiology., pathology. psy-
etiology . speech. diagnosis. and treat-
Thent. The third part consists of ses en
papers on the origin. naiure. uses. trim-
hles. and means of modification of the
%Mee in the communication process. The
fourth, and largest section of the hook.
contain, 19 chapters on speech. Exam-
ined .ire the nature of speech itself. mul-
tiple factors that have a role in its path-
ologies. a variety of approaches to the
diagnosis and treatment of the troubled
speaker. and the interrelated roles of
meddeinc. dentistry . psychiatry. psychol-
ogy. socioloey . and education. The fifth
section focuses on an exposition of 1.in-
guage and its disorders. Development.
nature, and disturhances of language and
apha,ia iii Mull cildren and adults are

red ri eight ehapters. ICH)

ABSTRACT 1112
EC 04 1112 ED N.A.
Publ. Date "I 916p.
Grahh. William C.. Ed. and Other,
Cleft Lip and Palate: Surgical, Dental,
and Speech Aspects.
EDRS not available
Little. Brown and Company. 34 Beacon
Street. Boston. Massachusetts 02106
t545.001.

Descriptors: exceptional child services:
speech handicapped: cleft lip: cleft pal-
ate, medical evaluation; medical treat-
ment; textbooks: dental health; speech
therapy; anatomy: etiology; aurally hand-
icapped: surgical treatment

Presented is a comprehensive textbook
containing 64 articles by 71 authors on
cleft lip and cleft palate, with focus on
surgical. dental, and speech aspects.
Copious picaires accompany the articles.
The first section presents 10 articles with
general introductory information on anat-
omy, etiology. embryology, and classifi-
cations of the cleft lip and palate. Also
discussed are cultural, historical, and
ps,:hosocial aspects of the deformity
and the medical and surgical treatment.
Examined next in 27 papers are the var-
ious surgical techniques of unilateral and
bilateral cleft lip repair in addition to
primary and secondary procedures of the
cleft palate repair. Covered in the 4

chapters of the third section are analysis
of maxillary orthopedics and hone graft-
ing. The 16 articles in the fourth section
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concern related dental problems. includ-
ing pediatric dentistry, orthodontics, and
cleft palate prosthetics. The concluding
section contain; 24 chapters on spee.:h
and hearing disorders related to clef op
and palate, including palatopharyngeal
insufficiency. measurements of the para-
meters of speech, methods and tech-
niques of cleft palate speech therapy .

and the diagnosis and treatment of ear
disease in cleft palate children. (('B)

ABSTRACT 1366
EC 04 1366 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 72 456p.
Van Riper. Charles
Speech Correction; Principles and
Methods. Fifth Edition.
EDRS not available
Prentice-Hall. Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
New Jersey 07632 ($9.95).

Descriptors: speech pathology; speech
handicaps: aurally handicapped: speech
therapy; textbooks. language develop-
ment; articulation (speech): stuttering:
voice disorders

The introductory speech pathology test
presents basic information on the various
speech and hearing disorders. Case histo-
ry material and accounts of therapy illus-
trate the discussion, topics covered in-
clude the emotional aspects and the ef-
fects of a speech or hearing disorder.
types of speech disorders, the develop-
ment of speech. delayed speech and lan-
guage. specific soice disorders. diso.ders
of articulation, stuttering, the organic
disorders of speech. types of hearing
problems. and speech pathology as a
profession. References at the end of
each chapter are accompanied by ques-
tions to he used as guides in exploring
the (itermure. (KW)

ABSTRACT 1587
EC 04 iSs7 H) N.A.
Publ, Date 72 1-1p.
!min. John V.
Disorders of A rt t ion.
FARS not a;tiLible
Bobhs-Mcrrill Company. Ince 4300 West
62nd Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 462o5

Descriptors articulation (speech): pho-
netics: speech handicaps: speech p;ilhol
ogy: language deelopment: speech them
apY

Disordered articulation is esplained from
ii traditional point of v iess (as a relatively
isolated phenomenon) and in terms of
new contributions from the fields of lin-
gui,tic; and hazy% ior modilieation. Oral
language is described from three view
points (the functions, rules, and structure
of (anguage) prior to a lengthier examina-
tion of the phoneme. which covers defi-
nition of a phoneme, classification of
phonemes physiologically or hy distinc-
tive feature. and functions of phonemes.
The development of articulation in a
child is summarized. Major correlative
factors in development of articulation are
enumerated: age. sex, intelligence. so-
cioeconomic factors. motor skills, and
sensory input. 'The process of articulato-
ry testing and the major types of artien-
latorv disorders rire described. Also
winmalized .ire kinds of therapy used in
treating prEllems of articulation. (KW'l



ABSTRACT 1588
I;(.. 04 1588 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 72 39r.
Greene. \hrproc.
Disorders of Voice.

DRS not
Bobbs-Merrill Company. Inc.. 4300 West
62nd Street. Indianapolis. Indiana 46268

9C).

Descriptors: speech handicaps: Since
disorders. speech therapy: classification:
speech physiology

ing an introductory e \ planation of
the anatomy . physioloii y. and character-
istics ol normal \Mee. discussion focuses
on disorders of S Mee. The following
classifications of %oicc disorders .ire
e amine& titcil strain :ind abuse. psy-
chological disorders. endocrine disor
der,. structural .ihnormalities. neuroloan-

disoldeis. .ind tumors of the I.ti \ Ht.
Indicated aie causes ot each hstirtlei
C tit hei Men!
.t% .01.1h le .Ind PC of itlice ilielap ill
!ch,11,1111.t11011 tslicfi can be elicit. K

ABSTRACT 2168
FC 04 216Is ED N.A.
Publ. Date 72 I Up.
Sanders. Lois Jean
Procedure Guides for Fs alliation iii
Spereb and Language Disorders in
Children.
1:DRS oot
Interstate Primers :old Publishers. Inc..
19-27 North .1.1,:kson Street. Danville. II
limns 61832

Descriptors: escepPonal child Ner ices:
speech handicapped: evaluation methods
clinical diagnosis: speech ei ;dilation
speech tests: screening tests. diagnostft
tests -. language tests, ,guidelmes

Written tor the student speech .ind lan-
guage clinician or the beginning practi-
tioner. the %ohmic presents procedural
guidelines for the esaluation of speech
and language disorders in children.
Following an opening discussion of basic

inethodolop,. which coiers clini-
cal do's .ind don'ts and suggestions for
oreall1/101; mad si riling he
report. the manual is organtied around
major ore:is of cialuation. Screening
lests of motor . intelligence. ;mild

%isnot iind tactual per;:eption are listed
intl esplained briefly. The section on
evaluation of language covers evaluation
of auditory receptive and oral eipressive
language and screening evaluation of
reading ;mild writing performance. Includ-
ed is brief discussion of all tests and
testing procedures thought to he of use
in language evaluation. Remaining sec-
tions ;ire devoted to diagnostic measures
of articulatory proficiency. speech sound
discrimination. structure ;Ind functionio
of the speech mechanism, and fluenc)
Appendites include sample report and
clinicai diagnosis forms to assist student
clinicians in writing concise. accurate
reports. (KW)

ABSTRACT 2214
EC 04 2214 ED N.A.
Publ. Dine Jul 72 12p.
Catcrina. Sister
Words in Colour for the Deal.
EDRS not avidlable

Teacher of the Deaf; V70 N414 1'285-96
Jul 1972

Descriptors: e \ceptional child education;
aurally handicapped: color planning; lan-
guage development; articulation (speech):
auditory training: instructional materials:
phonetics; speech improvement

Described is a system of assigning colors
to speech sounds to aid hearing Unpaired
children in auditory training. speech ar-
ticulation. and language development.
Problems of the deaf child are generally
discussed and emphasis is placed on
development of the residual hearing that
()tic: of deaf children are said to possess.
In the first stage of the program. the
sound of each of five short vowels is
amplified through microphones as the
teacher points to the written symbols on
color coded cards. By this method, the
child is said to link the sound he per-
ceives with a color and the visual symbol
previously associated with it. Once the
basic sounds are identified with colors,
the children put them together to form
words and sentences. In the second
phase. the child learns to make the var-
ious sounds and determines which
sounds go with w hich spoken or a ritten
words. The pronunciation of words print-
ed in color on charts is intended to elinui-

ambiguity about speech sounds. The
teacher can mos e a pointer across the
chart to indicate proper rhythm. The
author concludes that the program in-
L'reilses reading and writing ability as

well ;is speech articulation and is second
ully to cued speech in value for teaching
the deaf. (1 I.)

ABSTRACT 2859
FC 04 2859 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 72 69p.

Renfrew. C. E.
Speech Disorders in Children.
EDRS not available
Pergamon Press Inc.. Maxwell House,
Fairvi:.!w Park. Elmsford, New York
10S23 ($4.75).

Descriptors: exceptional child services;
speech handicapped: speech therapy:
2tiology; clinical diagnosis; articulation
(speech); language development; lan-
guage ability

Designed to introduce the scope of
speech therapy with children to con-
cerned adults, the book covers briefly
causes, diagnosis and assessment, man-
agement and treatment, articulation prob-
lems, spoken language. disorders of
fluency, and special cases. The scope of
the speech therapist's work is said to in-
clude assessment and treatment of adults
and children with voice problems, stam-
mering, articulation defects and language
learning difficulties. Subjects mentioned
in relationship to causes, diagnosis and
assessment of speech disorders include
deafness, mental retardation, motor co-
ordination, emotional and social maturi-
ty, oral abnormalities, movement, gener-
al examination, and case history. General
considerations on management, advice
and treatment cover areas such as the
mother's role in stimulating the child and
a treinment schedule. Aspects of articu-
lation problems covered are development
of hroblems. articulation difficulties such
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as omission of sounds and substitution of
sounds, advising the parent, and specific
techniques such as ear training and se-
quential training. Spoken language is
then discussed in terms of its develop-
ment. delayed or unusual development,
use of speech and specific techniques
such as memory training and vocabulary
work. Disorders of fluency covered are
stammering, cluttering, and suggested
treatment. Special cases briefly discussed
include voice disorders, cleft pal.ite, cer-
ebral palsy, mental deficiency, and emo-
tional disturbance and psychosis. (CB)

ABSTRACT 2896
EC 04 2896 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 71 239p.
Whetnall. Edith; Fry, D. B.
The Deaf Child.
EDRS not available
Charles C Thomas. Publisher, 301-327
East Lawrence Avenue, Springfield, Illi-
nois 62717 ($12.50).

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
aurally handicapped: auditory percep-
tion; etiology; pathology; auditory train-
ing: speech skills; speech therapy; hear-
ing therapy; aural learning; clinical diag-
nosis; hearing aids

The monograph. written primarily for
doctors, describes an auditory approach
(dealt with from the viewpoints both of
experimental phohetics and of clinical
otology) to the training of deaf children
which is said to depend on understanding
the part played by the cerebral cortex in
learning the associated skills of hearing
and speech. The introductory chapter
discusses briefly such topics as the evo-
lution and development of hearing and
speech, functions of hearing, and the
part played by hearing in established
speech. The recounting of the develop-
ment of the auditory approach emphasiz-
es that many deaf children retain a small
amount of hearing and that their brains
can be taught to recognize different pat-
terns of frequency and intensity if
sounds are heard often and loud enough
to impose perception patterns on the
cells of the cortex. Knowledge and skills
needed for speaking are considered in-
cluding the speech chain, the linguistic
basis of speech, the physiological mecha-
nism. phonetic classification of speech
sounds, frequency characteristics of
speech sounds, and the relation of
speech frequency bands and deafness.
Elements of speech reception such as the
recognition of speech sounds and recog-
nition of laterals and semi-vowels are
examined. Stages of a hearing child's
development such as creating a store of
kinesthetic and auditory memory pat-
terns and learning how to string pho-
nemes together to make morphemes and
words are recounted. Causes and pathol-
ogy of various types of deafness are
examined. Aspects of clinical examina-
tion and investigation such as detection.
the clinic, and clinical examination tests
are treated. Differential diagnosis of
children exhibiting failure to respond,
failure to talk and blank or dull expres-
sion. and the assessment and education
of such children are discussed. Consi-
dered are the characteristics, use, and
reasons for use of hearing aids, and fac-



tors in 4uditory training such as parental
influence, practice, age, and environ-
ment. (GW)
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EDRS not available
Prentice.Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey 07632 ($8.95).

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
aurally handicapped; speech handi-
capped; clinical diagnosis; models;
speech therapy; hearing clinics; speech
clinics; audiology; hearing therapy

Intended for students and practitioners,
the book presents a model of the clinical
process in speech and hearing which is
supposed to offer insight into the metho-
dology of clinical activities and to prov-
ide a workable base for becoming clini-
cally competent. The model is explained
through comparison of the roles of a cli-
nician in a department of otolaryngology,
of a public school therapist, and of an
examiner in a speech and hearing center,
and discussion of components of the
model, potential use of the model, its
in'rinsic structure, decision axes and de-
cision variables, the criterion cutoff, the
payoff matrix, an optimal criterion. the
model as a structure, and manipulation
of the model. Implications of the model
for clinical eyaluation processes are
brought out in discussions of patients in
therapy, the content of an evaluation,
the evaluation of motivation. audiological
evaluation, philosophical bases and utili-
ty of present audiology procedures, ap-
propriate evaluation goals. and inadequa-
cies and components of current audiolog-
ical assessments. Therapy procedures are
said to imply primary information flow
from the therapist to the patient. Clinical
therapy processes are treated with re-
spect to therapy concepts, therapy prin-
ciples stressing that persons do not un-
learn any thing and that persons are not
consistent in their actions and beliefs and
the application of the model to therapy
by changing the decision axis, reducing
the variance, and relocating criteria. The
model is applied to clinical training to
determine the guiding principles and in-
formational content necessary to compe-
tent clinical practice. The role of observ-
ation in training, quantification in thera-
py, inservice training programs, and
needed additional components of profes-
sional training are considered. A chapter
on research deals with the acquisition of
data said to be necessary to this or alter-
native models. Suggestions for research
are catalogued in the following six sec-
tions: personnel, speech characteristics,
speech attitudes, therapy, training, and
multicategory phenomena and their rela-
tions. (GW)
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Cleft Palat,_ .
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Descriptors: speech handi':apped: cleft
palate: medical treatment: communica-
tion problems: speech evaluation: cleft
lip

Presented is a basic discussion of the
factors to be considered in the cleft pal-
ate problem: etiology. associated prob-
lems. physical management. and commu-
nication problems. Reviewed are some of
the problems which may he associated
with cleft palate such as dental. hearing.
and psycho-social problems. Lip repa r.
primary palatal closure. cosmetic surger-
y, and secondary palatal procedures. the
four stages in the physical management
of a person with both a deft lip and cleft
palate. are describe:I Discussed are
three communication proxlems frequent.
ly associated with defts: misarticula
tions. hypernasality and language prob.
lems. Treatment of communication disor.
ders k summarized. with a focus on th(
diagnostic evaluation procedure arid or
the different therapeutic managemen:
plans involved for persons i h dearly
inadequate closure. adequate closure
and marginal closure (KW)
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EDRS not available
Director. Public Information, American
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Descriptors: exceptional child services:
speech handicapped: aurally handi-
capped: speech pathology: audiology:
directories: hearing clinics: speech clin-
ics: speech therapkts: physicians: guide-
lines

The guide, designed as an aid in thc refer-
ral of patients requiring clinical ser-
vices, contains the .names and addresses
of more than 1000 clinics of speech
pathology and audiology, as well as names
and addresses of 239 members of the
American Speech and Hearing Associa-
tion who are engaged in full time private
practice. For each clinic, the guide gives
information regarding official name, ad-
dress. telephone number, director. size
of professional staff. services offered.
and setting. Listings of private practi-
tioners follow a similar format. Noted
are clinics and dementary and secondary
schools which have received full or inter-
im accreditation by the American Boards
of Examiners in Speech Pathology and
Audiology upon recommendation of the
Professional Services Board. MI entries
are listed alphabetically according to
state and city location. (GW)
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Descriptors: exceptional child education;
speech handicapped; cleft lip; cleft pal-
ate; communication problems; etiology;
medical evaluation; therapy; medical
treatmen

Presented are 27 readings which consider
causes, to deft lip and palate. Discussed
are psychological aspects of cleft lip and
palate. classification of cleft lip aii.J pal-
ate. and the cleft palate team. Causes ot
communicative disorders in persons with
cleft palate arc considered in six readings
such as the following; etiological factors
related to cleft palate speech, congenital
and acquired palatopharyngcal insuffi-
ciency, dental and occlusal hazard to
normal speech production, the influence
of hearing impairment, and oral sensory
function in speech production.
Considered in the section of three read-
ings on types of communicative disor-
ders frequently found in the cleft palate
population are categorical aspects of
cleft palate speech and abnormal articu-
1,,.ion patterns. One of eight papers on
the measurement and analysis of cicft
palate speech for diagnostic and research
purposes discusses psycholinguistic mea-
sures of language and speech. Seven
papers consider special methods of ther-
apy for the prevention, intervention, or
elimination of communicative disca.ders
in the cleft palate population such as
advantages of intensive summer traininjz
programs and diagnosis and treatment of
ear disease in cleft palate children. For a
related volume see EC 041 112. (DB)
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Descriptors: speech handicapped; aurally
handicapped; family role; family influ-
ence; voice disorders; stuttering; apha-
sia; conference reports; laryngectomees

The proceedings of the conference/short
course on the role of the family as sup-
portive personnel in speech and hearing
remediation focus upon the family and
its ;elationship and interaction with the
speech, language, or hearing handi-
capped individual. Purpose is to empha-
size the importance of utilizing the fami-
ly as a manpower resource in the fields
of speech pathology and audiology. The
five major papers concern voice disor-
ders and the family environment, the
family of the laryngectomee, family in-
fluences on stuttering and stuttering ther-
apy, family role in the management of
the deaf child, and the role of the family
in aphasia. Substantial discussions follow
each oresentation. (KW)
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De,criptors: exceptional child education;
speech handicapped; speech therapy; ar-
ticulation (speech); speech evaluation;
speech tests; test interpretation

Presented is a protocol for assessing ar-
ticulatory skiffs which tests automatic
speech, single-word responses. short
sentences, reading. and conversational
speech. Specific sections of the test re-
quire counting one through 10, reciting
letters of the alphabet, saying 40 words
chosen from frequency of occurrence
and basic sight recognition lists, uttering
spontaneous sentences, reading sen-
tences, reading a paragraph, and con-
versing. The articulation protocol is
scored on the basis of correct and incor-
rect whole word responses and is said to
require 10 to 15 minutes to administer.
Data are provided showing that careful
testing with the protocol allows the clini-
cian to report speech changes in a defini-
tise, descriptive manner. The protocol is
recommended as a means of determining
the efficiency of sairions therapy tech-
niques, of answering questions regarding
the cost of therapy, and of developing
accurate methods of predicting changes
in artieulators hehavior. (CAV)
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testhooks: medical saalreitam

The tesa on vocad rehabilitation gives
specific techniqkes ta alleviate aranor
eliminate all types of functional and or-
ganic dysphonia, in ehikfren and adults.
Among the aspects of symptoms and
causes of voice disorders discussed in
the first part of the book are thc follow-
ing: symptom, of functional and organic
dysphonias. vocal misuse and abuse .
pitch and vocal pitch. tone focus. quali-
fy. breath support. and physical and psy-
ahological contributary factors. Theraps
is described in the secona pari which
considers approaches to the treatment of
dysphonias. surgery. palliative treatment.
p,chologieal approaches to the treat-
ment cf dysphonias. traditional and
modern vocal rehabilitation, vocal psy-
chotherapy. illustratise therapy. asso-
ciate therapy, bibliotherapy. and group
voice therapy. The nest part considers
the process and problems of vocal reha-
bilitation by discussing related aspects of
vocal rehabilitation, factors influencing
progress, stages, problems, general and

psycholoeiaal teason, for failure. and the
therapist and failure in vocal rehahilita.
non. Some of the subtopics discussed 111

the (math pait on theraps for functional
mid ingank dysphontas IntiOde dysp(ion
Lis by age grouping,. functional nus
phoma. falsetto. ventricular phonation.
hs tern:al aphonia, nasality, and Parkin-
son', disease. The final part conclude,
with observations and results and con-
side..s differential diagnosis of vocal fold
growths. medicolegal aspects of voice
disorders. occupations and voice disor.
ders. results of vocal rehabilitation, and
preventive vocal rehabilitation. (DB)
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Descriptors. eseeptional child education.
mentally handleapped: emotionalls
turhed: speech handicapped; handi-
capped: autism: stuttining: voice disor.
ders: aphasia: psyeholingnistics, language
instill:tam; research reviews

The hook of seven readings summari/es
ads:me-es in the application of behasior
modification technique, to piohlerus of
lang.n4:e in mentally handl:nipped. emo-
fmnalh. disturbed. and speech handl.
capped ehildren and Ault-, An noiodn,.:-
mrs ehhiptei defines hegnistic terms aral
cspiams hasic eimeept, in behasior
dication. poop. Guess and Donald H:tei
re% less sonic esperimental analyses of
linguistic des elopment in inctitutionalued
retam sled ehildren A inajor finding n
that a small number of esem.
Mars in a elas, of linguistic behasior
gene:',111/es to other memhers of the ii:155
not taught dueatly Sheila Melienea-
Hartung and Jureen Hartung consider :he
.stablishment of seriall imitation skills
and function.d speech in autistic
dren Ihe theoretical foundations untie(

condittonmng are disLussed.
...id the eonditioning procedures piesent-
ed 'Flie chapter lin stutteiing hs Richdrd
Martin and Roger Ingham reviews exper-
imental studies involving response con-
tingent consequences and operant hehav-
ior modification experiments explicitly
involving a therapecie procedure. The
manipulation of vocal behavior through
the use of electronic devices programed
to respond to specific acoustic events :ire
considered by James Fitch in a chapter
on voice and articulation. Described also
are eurrent material, and teehniques de.
signed for the treatment of articulation
disorder, Lawrence Simkins in a chap-
ter on clattering (rapid, unintelligible,
speech) considers the characteristics and
etiology of eluttering, and details behav-
ior therapy techniques found useful. A
study to train spouses to im pros e the
functional speech of aphasic patients by
Robert Goodkin. I.eonard Diller. and
Nandim Shah found significant gains in
the functional speech of target verbal
behaviors of hoth patient and spouse in
23 couples. The final reading on minority

1 2 7

gioup languages di,eusses helms an nips!.
&cation tedmiques hased on nssumptons
such ;is the import:mem of lammage :is a

key factor in edneatiomil and osa.apation-
al ;tables ement and the necessity to
make language changes ssithour violating
tlie cultural hetitaeo of minority- afoul)
members MB)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped; speech handi-
capped; language instruction; training
skills; program descriptions; behavor
change: operant conditioning; models;
conceptual schemes

A Comprehensive model employing oper-
ant conditioning procedures tor training
language skills in speech deficient chil-
dren. and an outline of a program of re-
lated research in step-by-step language
training are presented. The model and
research program (currently underway)
art expected to comprise t;:e basis for a
comprehensive language training manual,
presented schematically, including three
parts; evaluation and assessment of
speeeh potential: training local and ver-
bal limitation, and training functional
language usage. (Author)
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abstraction levels; vocabulary; sentence
structure; memory; anxiety; language
deveEipment

Presented are approximately 58 studies
and discussions pertaining to seven
communication variables for the se.. d'd
therapist to use in diagnosing communi-
cations problems in cerebral palsied and
mentally retarded children. Provided for
each study are such components as intro-
ductory discussion, procedure, state-
ments on test reliability and validity,
effect of sex, relationship to medical di-
agnosis, difficulty of range of items, dis-
criminating power of items, results, and
summary. For the variable of articulation
30 studies are presented, such as a test
of final double consonant blends, a short
vowel test, and a short dipthong test.
Gisen for the variable of sound discrimi-
nation are four studies, such as a test of
sound discrimination, and a comparison
of sound discrimination in mentally re-
tarded and cerebral palsied children.
Provided for the variable of abstraction
are three studies. such as an abstraction
test which is adapted for use with men-
tally retarded children. Of fi.e studies
devoted in the variable of vocabulars .
one deals vith v.ord equipment of spas-
: _ and athetoid children, and one relates
vocabularies of use nad understanding to
several variables. Tvo studies center on
the sentence variable, of which one
treats length of declarative sentences.
vhde the other assesses sentence length
and number in mentally retarded chil-
sir en's language .1 he x;iriaHe of rnemor,
,rar is addressed Aith three studies,
v.hich cover :i,,pe):ts of mentalk rety[.![,_d

irnrnvl'ate ineinor:. span
In....kidcd for the ariable of anxiety is
(wc ,73le for ose vith cerebral palsied
ch,ldren. Of six studies on the language
ariable, one is concerned vith rep
lions and reliability of four speech tests,
and the other ins estigates regional and
sex differences in the language of cerd-
bral palsied children v ith (is e speech
tests. Descriptiems of subjects . as ssell
charts and record t'orms, niti be found
in tne index. (MC)
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Garbee, Frederick E., Ed.
. . _

tneir affective behavior and psyt hologi-
cal needs, and thus, the importance of
not separating a voice from its owner.
As an example of a research aid derived
for clinical diagnostic evaluation of voice
disorders, the feature analyzer was de-
scribed, which records cycle-by-cycle
frequency and intensity changes in the
speech wave. Dysphonia, resulting from
vocal hyperfunction (yelling, shouting
and speaking at an inappropriate pitch)
was examined with respect to school
voice screening programs, and therapy
for cic:Idren and adults. Questions were
posed and answered relating to laryngeal
physiology and pathology, assessment
(medical, vocal, environmental), thera-
pies, and management. Discussed as
aspects of identification and management
of voide disorders were the pattern of a
normal voice, disorders caused by respir-
atory-phonatory imbalances, cl. sphonia.
and such physiological problems as

velo-pharyngeal incompetence caused by
a ,:alatal flaw. Interdisciplinary coopera-
tion, clinician training, identification,
management. and incidence of voice dis-
orders in school children were incorpo-
rated in discussion of the Jess ish
Hospital Voice Profile. (MC)
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Schlanger, Bernard B.
Mental Retardation.
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nt...crintor. excontiun:ii
trientilly handiLapped speech handi-
capped, langauge de).elopment: specii
therap; auditory tests; language test,

Discussed is the relationship of speech
disorders to mental retardation in chil-
dren. It is stressed that both language
and intelligence arc dependent on many
interrelating (actors such as, environ-
ment. Note, are the difficulty :n defining
mental retardation and various statistical
estimates ot the number of mentally re-
tarded. It is urged ;hat diagnosis consider
us erlapping categories such as autism,
aphasia, and brain injury. Described are
language tests suitable for use with the



EDRS not available
Language. Speech and Hearing Services
in Schools; V4 N4 PI57-73 Oct 1973

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
speech handicapped; cleft palate; speech
therapy; articulation (speech); voice dis-
orders; language tests; verbal ability

Reviewed are speech therapy considera-
tions and procedures for children who
are cleft palate speakers. It is maintained
that in some situations therapeutic proce-
dures are useful for children with func-
tional articulation and voice problems.
Recommended for individuals who have
inadequate velopharyngeal valving or
who have failed to achieve adequate
speech following therapy are either sec-
ondary surgical intervention or prosthetic
management. Included are tables giving
major approaches to articulation therapy,
features and diagnostic implications of
velopharyngeal closure, selected tests for
language screening. and measures of
verbal output. (MC)
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Improving the Child's Speech.
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Oxford University Press, 200 Madison
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($8.95).

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
speech handicapped: stuttering; voice
disorders; aurally handicapped, hard of
hearing; parent role: teachers; artieula-
tion (speech); speech improvement; lan-
guage development

Intended for parents and reguiar teach-
ers, thc text provide% general principles
and procedures for the improvement of
common speech handicaps in children.
Speech improvement is seen to be an
educational problem which can be inte-
grated into regular curriculum activities.
Included in the chapter on the recogni-
tion of speech disabilities is a speech
analysis rating chart, discussion, a chart
of the phonetic symbols for American
Speech speech sounds, and simple
screening tests, Reviewed is thc normal
development of speech and language
from birth to the primary grades. A
chapter is given to the nr,ture, causes,

and guidelines for the teacher and paient
of the stuttering child are given. A chap-
ter is given to the relationship of hearing
impairment to speech handicaps. The
final chapter focuses on ways to inte-
grate speech and language training into
the regular school curriculum. Appended
is a test to determine ability to discrimi-
nate sounds at various frequency levels.
(DB)
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Trudeau. Ela:ne. Ed.; Bolick, Nancy,
Ed.
Digest of State Laws and Regulations
for School Language, Speech, and
Hearing Problems.
State-Federal Information Clearing
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ton. Va.
Bureau of Education for the Handi-
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Descriptors: exceptional child education:
speech handicapped: aurally handi-
capped: state legFilation; equal educa.
tion language handicapped: legal respon-
sihnit% cisil rights; demographs identifi
cation: administrator role: educational
planning; financial support: administra-
tke organization; professional persoima.!:
teachers: facilities

:summai lied in the dtgest are ',tate las...
and regulati6n, rel.itit,t to education,d
;-.1-gr,im, for ehildren c-ith speeeh. hear-
ing ;irkl langt,,tge prohlems. It i re,:orn
mended that the dtgest he used In con-
jun,:tton ccith :lodet regulations deve1.
.,ncd bv the American Speech and I le:7r
inc Aoeiation to sers e the folios in;
purpose.;: to fa:Altaic. ;-;.!tter understand-
ing of legal language and the structure
:,.erning education of speech, hearing.
and language handicapped children in
each state; to serve as a basic reference
for indisiduals seeking ahernatise legal
patterns or conducting related research;
and to pro( ide a means for stak to
evaluate and compare their statutes :iad
reguiations aith statutes and regulation;
in other states. Gisen is a descriptixe
o( erviev. of information within 11 sub.
jeet categories such as legislation in

Speech Therapy: Illustrative Behavior-
al Objectives, Methods, Evaluation
Techniques.
EDRS not available
Priority Innovations, Inc., P. 0. Box
792, Skokie, Illinois 60076 ($2.50)

.
Descriptors: exceptional child education;
speech handicapped; stuttering; voice
disorders; language handicapped; speech
therapy; articulation (speech); perceptive
language; receptive language; expressive
language: behavioral objectives; teaching
methods; evaluation

Presented in the booklet for speech ther-
apists are illustrative and specific behav-
ioral objectives, methods, and evaluation
techniques for five categories of speech
and language problems. Categories cov-
ered include articulation; voice quality,
rate, loudness, and pitch; receptive lan-
guage; expressive language: and stutter
ing. Given as an example of a terminal
objective is production by the child of
speech sounds in a way that does not
interfere xith communication, which the
child achieves hy producing a phoneme
correctly in isoiation. The clinician is
said to see and hear the child produce
the phoneme and to record progress for
evaluation: and to employ therapeutic
methods such as stating feedback in pos-
itive phrases to help the child attain the
terminal objective (MC)
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(lore A.
Suggested Outline for Auditory Pry-
ception Training,
MRS ruf.he

Descriptors: exceptional child edikation,
language handisapped; primary er:nks;
,iudik.-% training: screening tests: learn
ng disabilities: speech handicapped; kin-

dergarten: speech therap: auditor
est s: individual activities

Presented are suggestions for speech
therapists to use in auditory perception
training and screening of languaee handi-
capped children in kindergarten throue1.
gde 3. Directions are given for using the
program. which is based on games. Eash
component is presented in terms of our-
pose, materials, a description of the



figure-ground screening procedures. An
example of a game used in identification
of nonspeech sounds is the progressive
moving of a toy animal on a board (like a
checkerboard) each time the child imi-
tates the animal's sound correctly. (MC)
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Mc Dowell, Thomas, Comp.; Sharbaugh.
Marilyn, Comp.
A Program .of Behavioral Objectives
for the Students. _

Pinellas Cour. ly Public Schook, Fla.
Dept. of Clinical Speech, Hearing. and
Language Instruction.
EDRS rnf,hc

Descriptors: exceptional child edueation:
speech handicapped; speech theram,:
behavioral objectives: teaching guides
stuttering; voice disorders; early child-
hood, childhood; articulation (speech)

Provided is a program of behaviora
objectives for ASe ;kith speech handl
capped preschool and elementary leve
children in the areas of articulation dison
der s. bnguage disorders, stuttering
tongue thrust, and soice. Comrnunicatior
disorders are defined a; substandart
behavior, which interfere with the stu
dent's ability to perform acceptably fat
ria ;toe aud abilit. level GIVeR is ar

fo,m for recordin&
..,Liden; status and testiii,.: results before
and .:tter remediation. 1.Isted tor the
area of arici.,:ation are general t!1(.1 sp.2.

ohJevLS (v.ith qaant!tatc.e cr.te:-1.1
tn.dP.idGary determmecli fo: the

identiti.:ation nd
di..crinon.ino.: of gro.:s sctInds, iso!at;..d

uri !cve;. sIlable !e,.el, and sentence
leve : v..et! appropriate instruetion:d
materials and methods The section on
language disorders lists usual develop-
mental milestone; from 6 months
through 6 years of age as v, ell as behav-
!oral ohjectives for improvement in audi
tory memor y. social maturity, phonies.
visual memory. and likenesses and dif-
ferences. Stuttering therapy is seen le
focus on objectives such scif evalua-
tion by the stutterer Offered for tongue
thrust therapy in addition to the listing of
objectives. materiak. and methods is a

hookelt of tongue thrust exercises for
home practice. Objectk es to improve

handicapped; aurally handicapped; com-
munication skills: school districts; adrnin-
istrators; speech therapists; learning disa-
Hlities

Provided are standards and guidelines to
be used in planning. evaluating, and ac-
crediting school language, speech, and
hearing (LSH) services. Recent research
and refined clinical procedures are said
to aid LSH specialists in identifying chil-
dren with auditory/language disorders
leading to learning disabilities as well as
chibren with articulation, voice, and
fluency problems. Noted is cooperation
of over 4000 professionals with the
American Speech and Hearing Associa-
don (ASHA) for develormg the stand-
ard; and guidelines. Explained is use of
standards as a criterion reference in pro-
gram evaluation, and use of guidelines to
determine whether the standard can be
met. Outlined is a plan for ddivering
ser; ices along I Continuum ranging from
severe comnaunicatke dkorders found in
some children w common needs for
communication skilk competencies of MI
children. Spedtied are the standard mid
guidlines for each of the folloising pro-
d:1m aspeets: goals and objectives: :he

ntinuurn of school clinical services.
cos ermg student eligibility mid communi
,:anon disorders; admInistratke respoma-
bnit.: program supervision program
shill; identification and diagnostic roee

prO.Vr;.-11 sc..% ice and seheiuling
modek. ..M as the ntl
educational :earn and parent:infant

,,1C111` l',.:COrd`.. and ;e
plow and c.iii.;-.menz: and

:c,...,;ch In, Hded in ,miscm!i \es is info;
,1;17r-rIrl! .isrCLI, of

re,oirem.m?.. 10!

,:ornpetens.: ccrtifk:die. nd
he A.sHA eih,
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Marimont, Rosalind B.
How Can the Deaf Learn to Speak?
Volta Reviev.; V76 N4 1'223-30 Apr 1974

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
deaf: communication skills; speech thera-
ay; auditory training: aurally handi-
capped; oral communication: aural [farm
ing; language development; hearing aids;
interdisciplinary approach
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Emeriek, Lon L.; Kitten, John T.
Diagnosis and Evaluation in Speech
Pathology.
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Erglewood Cliffs,
New Jcssey ($10.95).

Descrip4,-s: exceptional child services:
speech nandicapped. speech pathology;
diagnostic tests; cfinical diagnosis; inter-
views; testing; la-cuage handicaps; eval-
uation critdia; riculation (speech): stut-
tering; aphasia; voice disorders

The aathc ,Jiscuss diagnostic and eval-
uative activities of speech clinicians in
terms inter:led to be intelligible to a by
reader. Diagnosis is defined and a

goal-oriented approach to implementing
diagnosis is recommended. Examined tire
aspects of the interviewing process, in-
cluding its importance, its nature, com-
mon problems and approaches, and ways
of improving interviewing skills. A sec-
tion on clinical examinations and testing
procedures covers the selection of tests,
dangers in testing. prognosis, some tests
and examination procedures common to
many diagnostic undertakings, and pre-
cepts regarding the clinical examination.
A theoretical framework, guiding princi-
ples, and issues in the diagnosis of oral
language dkorders arc presented to ex-
plain the diagnosk of language disorders
in children. Articulation disorders are
discussed in terms of testing procedures.
additional e,ahatnn. tivitie, and
roFuosis. Noted are separate es :,111.ti1011
pr:',......;res for school age stutterers,
adult N!titv.1 t.rs. and stutterers v.h, att:
treated at the onset of stuttering behav.
ior. "Fhe assessment of aphasia in i.dults
is explained in relation to differential
diagnosis, incidence and etiology, an
example, and prognostic considerations.
'Ile diagnostic format to he used in
treating voice disorders is examined,
along with techniques specific to a laryn-
gectomee and persons with a cleft palate.
The format, style, and writing process of
a diagnostic report are described, Each
chapter contains a projects and question,
section to aid the h. der in assessing hi.,
comprehension and a bibliography. (GW)

ABSTRACT 2091
EC 06 2091 ED N.A:



evaluation of a child's use of standard
English grammatical rules from a tape
recorded sample of his spontaueous
speech in conversation with his clinician.
Separate chaplet treat the following
subjects: background information on
grammatical structure; instructions for
taking a representative language sample
from a clinical child: evaluation of
pre-sentence structures by means of the
Developmental Sentence Types classifi-
cation; quantification of grammatical
structure within sentences by means of
the Developmental Sentence Scoring
technique; establishment of appropriate
teaching goals by means of DSA (case
studies are presented to illustrate goal
setting); comparison of DSA with R.
Brown's developmental stages in the
acquisition of a first language: and statis-
tical findings on various aspects of the
DSA technique, such as differences in
the development of syntax in male and
female children. iGW)
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fsietkova, L S
A Consideration of Basic Approaches
to the Diagnosis of Children with
Speech Defects.
Journal of Special Education
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De,Hptor,: exceptonal shild eication
speech h,indu.apped,

xisnal perception. diigrostit:
tesis, percern:,il des ...lor.nzent

cdJ,....to:! of ,

,aideide,eioped sm ech
sUskt'ti erUl.!lcd lpc;

dt.ch.st.c ,';It; co cnethods of
diatine It !

,Ip1a
ortical r,;chologizal

recommended t, deteripne the
tactor of a defect at every ,;cage of

:hild's m,,duation Information con-
cerning ontogenetic development is said
to rci, cal the important role plai.ed h:,

the perceptual process modality in
the deielopmem speech It is suggest-
ed that the ed.ication of children 'k ith
undet de..eloped speeeh should therefore
begin with an e'..aluation of the bases of
speech: visual, spatial, tactile, or other
kinds of perception; visual memory; and

Scott, Foresman and Company, 1900
Fast Like \ venue. Clenyiew, Illinois
60025 ($9.95i.

Descriptors: exceptional child service,:
speech handicapped; cleft palate; aurally
handicapped: physically handicapped:
cerebral palsy; communication problems:
remedial instruction: theories: therapy;
diagnostic tests: evaluation methods:
language instruction; voice disorders;
stuttering: aphasia: articulation (speech):
speech therapy

Nine entries on communication disorders
discuss diagnostic principles and proce-
dures, language remediation in children,
voice remediation and alaryngeal speech,
communication therapy for problems
associated with cleft palate or with cere-
bral palsy, aphasia rehabilitation and
remediation of the hearing impaired. The
elements of diagnosis are identified, and
diagnostic procedures for language disor-
ders, articulation disorders, stuttering.
phonatory disorders, and hearing impair-
ment are explained through discussions
of case studies, objective and semiobjec-
[lye instruments, and informal observa-
tion and selected tasks. Normal language
development. disorders an, deviations,
evaluation principles and procedures.
and principles and methods of language
remediation are related to language rerne-
diation in children. Presented are theo-
ries of functional articulation disorders .

researc i. the development of .

non ditik.uhies, and a review of rernedia-
tion epproaches. Pie relation hetcs yen
stuttering ;mild !earning, :emedia-
non of stmtering coi,sider-,I a, a

ond,tioned erm,nonal
inctruiremally ionduioned coping

ic,poase are explained. Voice reiricdia
non is discussed in relation to kr yngeal
phomition disorders and alaryngeal phon-
ation. Examined are communication
problems ax;ociated with cleft palate
speech. diagnosis of cleft palate speech,
principles of communication remediation,
and remedial practices. Variables related
to language development and spec Th
production in cerebral palsied individuais
are explained together with pertinent
diagnostic ;Ind habilitation techniques.
Aphasia rehabilitation is treated in des-

cussions of the aphasic population, theo.
ries of aphasia rehabilitation, evaluative
procedures for aphasia, and H. Schoell's

dren; learning disabilities; preschool
evaluation: test construction, test relia
bility; test validity

The paper describes the design and pre
liminary standardization of a speech and
language screening test for use with 3- to
5-. ear-old children. The test design is
reported to follow the transformat-
ion-generative grammar model :led to be
based on developmental studies of
speech and language acquisition. (Au-
thor)
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Cole. Robert and Others
langaage and Speech Improvement
for Kindergarten and First Grade: A
Supplementary Handbook.
Hillsborough County Public Schools..
Tampa. Fla. Dept. of Exceptional Child
Education.
EDRS inf,hc

Descriptors: exceptional child oducation,
speech improement; early childhood:
language development: instructional ma-
terals: speech handi,:apped; kindergartetm .

primar, grades; teaching guide,. Ian

Fuai-!c Programs; class acto.ities: teaching
methods.
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selection of target phonemes for treat-
ment. (LS)
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Fox, Donna Russell; Blechman, Mark
Clinical Management of Voice Disor-
ders.
Houston University, Texas.
Chffs Notes, Inc., Post Office Box 80728,
Lincoln, Nebraska 68501 ($I.95)
Cliffs Speech and Hearing Series

Descriptors: voice disorders; speech
therapy; speech evaluation; teaching
methods; etiology; exceptional child edu-
cation; speech handicapped; evaluation
methods; identification; guidelines; self
evaluation;

Presented for the practicing speech clini-
cian is a guide for appropriate manage-
ment of voice disorders. The value of a
clinician's awareness of vocal dysfunc-
tion is stressed, and various techniques
(such as indirect laryngoscopy) used in
laryngeal examinations are described
briefly. A chapter on procedures for
evaluation and quantification of voice
disordeis includes a complete voice pa-
tient case history form; guidelines for
evaluating pitch, loudness, quality, and
time; and a discussion of various etiolog-
ical factors (such as vocal nodules and
endocrine dysfunction) which can cause
vocal dysfunction. Provided in a chapter
on the therapeutic process arc bricf de-
scriptions of medical and psychological
rreatments, specific listening techniques
for helping the patient identify his prob-
lem. and guidelines and materials for
implementing change in pitch, loudness,
quality, and time. (LS)
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Kulig, Sharon G.
Screening for Speech and Language
Disorders: A Training Program for
Physicians and Allied Health Profes-
sionals.
Journal of the American Spcech id
Hearing Association; V17 N8 P507-511

Descriptors: exceptional child services;
speech handicapped; infancy; early child-
hood; screening tests; test reliability; test
construction; health personnel;

are self instructional for administration
and scoring, and parent counseling mate-
rials. (GW)
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Lynch, Elizabeth; Ross, Jeanne
Speech Improvement for the Trainable
Retarded: A Manual for the Class-
room Teacher. Revised Edition.
National Center on Educational Media
and Materials For The Handicapped,
Columbus, Ohio.
EDRS mf;
Publications Saks Division, Ohio State
University Press, 2070 Neil Avenue,
Columbus, Ohio 43210 (S5.85/ Set).
The manual includes a speech improve-
ment activity book.

Descriptors: trainable mentally handi-
capped; teaching guides; speech skills;
language development; class activities;
exceptional child education; mentally
handicapped; elementary education; ar-
ticulation (speech);

Presented are 39 lessons and student
worksheets designed to help the class-
room teacher impro%e the speech skins
of trainable retarded elementary school
children. It is explained that the lessons
and corresponding activity sheets focus
on auditory discrimination, speech
sounds, and sentence patterns. Lessons
arc sequenced and usually contain a re-
view, several activity suggestions, an
assignment, and a list of materials.
Speech sounds are presented in a devel-
opmental pattern beginning with the easi-
est. and are incorporated in whole words
and sentences. The format of the activity
coloring book k said to lend itself to
easy copying for classroom usc. (CI-)
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Hayek. Robert A.
A Sequence for Helping Children Hav-
ing Mild to Moderate Functional Ar-
ticulation Problems.
EDRS mf:hc

Descriptors: articulation (speech); speech
therapy; teaching methods; sequential
learning; teaching guides; exceptional
child education; speech handicappcd;
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Ringel. Robert L. And Others
Some Relations Between Orosensory
Discrimination and Articulatory As-
pects of Speech Production.
EDRS not available
Journal Of Speech And Hearing Disor-
ders; V35 NI P3-I I Feb 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
speech handicapped; articulation
(speech); sensory experience: tactual
perception; sensory training; speech ev-
aluation

A new test of oral forin discrimination
was used with 60 chil..rn with disorders
of articulation. Si.i'ojc..ct were required to
decide whether two successiYely present-
ed forms were the same or different by
holding them in their mouths. Subjects
with articulatory defects made more
errors than controls with normal speech
patterns. With two exceptions. signifi-
cant differences were found to support
the interpretation that discrimination
errors increased as a function of s eve
of articulation. Additional conclusions
regarding lk ithin and between class com-
parisons ;ire presented. R.1)
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Thomas, lan B. Snell, Romdd C.
Articulation Training through Visual
speech Patterns.
EDRS not available
Volta Revie. v72 N. 0.110-8 Ntay
1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
a urally handicapped; articulation
(speech): speech therapy; teaching meth-
ods; auditory perception; visual stimuli

The testing and evaluation of a machine
which provides a real-time visual dis-
play of first versus second for mant fre-
quencies is described. In pilot test,
hearing subjects were trained to identify
visual patterns corresponding to 20
monosyllabic English v,ords enunciatd
by a male speaker. An average identifi-
cation score of 97- was obtained by
five subjects after a training period of
less than one hour_ Siihsentu-ntly_ three.

RESEARCH

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
grade 1; grade 2: speech therapy; speech
handicapped; articulation (speech); pub-
lic schools: hearing therapy: grouping
(instructional purposes); research needs;
subprofessionals: audition (physiology)

Designed to investigate a method of
grouping first and second grade children
in speech and hearing therapy programs,
the study also attempted to determine
the prevalence of factors (auditory skills
and swallowing behavior) associated
with articutat,.w; ability in the children.
The experirse.ital gr.,:wp of 255 children
who had made ariiculation errors on a
screening test were grouped into six
therapy groups on the basis of five
measures of articulation, vocabulary,
auditory skills, and swallowing. Control
group numbered 255 children. Therapy
was provided by graduate students in
speech and hearing pathology and certi-
fied speech clinicians. Results showed
experimental sample in five groups had
greater positive mean gain on articula-
tion scores than did control sample, Of
12 variables studied, only three did not
achieve statistically significant mean
gain by the experimental sample in any
of the six groups. Results tended to show
that auditory inefficiencies were fre-
quently associatea with articulation di'
orders. No significant relationships were
found between swallowing and articula-
tion scores. Experimental samples han-
dled by preprofessionals showed statisti-
cally significant gain in five of the 12
measures. The relationship of auditory
inefficiencies and classroom achieve-
ment should be investigated. Additional
findings and questions for study arc

(NIS)
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Weber. Jack L.
Patterning of Deviant Articulation
Behavior.
EDRS not available
Journal Of Speech And Hearing Disor-
ders; V35 N2 P135-41 May 1970
Paper Presented At The New York State
Speech And Hearing Association Con-
vention (May. 1969).

Descriptors: exceptional child research;

approach to speech therapy, treatment
was based on two principles: an entire
pattern or articulation category was
taught at once instead of one sound at a
time, and the child was taught to con-
sciously contrast the incorrect feature
with the correct feature throughout all
stages of therapy. (AuthorIGD)
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Sommers, Ronald K. And Others
Factors in the Effectiveness of Articu-
lation Therapy with Educable Retard-
ed Children.
Office Of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton, D. C., Bureau Of Education For
The Handicapped
EDRS not available
OEG-1-7-07342-3544
Journal Of Speech And Hearing Re-
search; V13 N2 P304-16 Jun 1970
Paper Presented At The National Con-
vention Of The American Speech And
Hearing Association (44th, Denver, Col-
orado, November 1968).

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
speech handicapped: educable mentally
handicapped; articulation (speech);
speech therapy; mentally handicapped.
phonemes

Articulation therapy was administered
to 120 mentally handicapped subjects.
Subjects were examined on two articula-
tion tasks, One task was a version of the
Carter/Buck Prognostic Speech Test,
and the other a picture version of Mc-
Donald's deep test of articulation. Sub-
jects \-'ith both poor and good prognostic
scores and moderate and severe degrees
of articulatory defectiveness were select-
ed. They were randomly assigned to a
control group of subjects receiving no
speech therapy, an experimental group
of 60 subjects receiving one period of
group articulation therapy weekly, or an
experimental group of 60 subjects le-
ceiving four such periods weekly. Sub.
jects who received group articulation
therapy four times per week during the
experimental period significantly im-
proved their articulation as measured on
a picture deep test when compared with
control group subjects. Subjects receiv-
ing group articulation therapy once



Georgetown Road, Washington, D. C.
20014 (54.00).

Descriptors: exceptional child research,
speech handicapped; speech therapy; op-
erant conditioAing; aurally handi-
capped; reinfor,:ement; television; artic-
ulation (speech); minimally brain in-
jured; behavior change; speech patholo-
gy

Theory and laboratory research in oper-
ant behavior are applied to clinical
practice in speech pathology. Introduc-
tory material summarizes thc principles
of operant conditioning as related to
speech therapy. Clinical application is
presented in the following areas: rein-
forcing properties of a television pre-
sented listener; reduction of reading and
speaking rates: stimulus control of pho-
neme articulation; increase of functional
speech by a brain.injured child; estab-
lishing and maintaining echoic speech
by a nonverbal child: and deceleration
of inappropriate vocal behavior by a
hard of hearing child. A .2oncleding
chapter deals with implications of a
functional approach to ipeech pathdogy
and audiology. i.1B)
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Bell, Dorothy Mays; Sanders. Edwina
An Investigation of an Individualized
Approach to Evaluating, Grouping,
and Planning Therapy for Children
with Functional Articulation Prob-
lems in the First and Second Grades
in a Public School Syste: Final
Report.
Texas Christian University. Fort Worth:
For, Worth Independent School Dis-
trict, Texas
Office Of Education (DHEW). Washing-
ton, D. C., Bureau Of Research
EDRS nif,hc
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Descriptors: exceptional child research;
speech handicapped; articulation
(speech); speech thcrapy; grouping (in-
structional purposes); auditory percep-
tion; elementary school students

A study was conducted to investigate
methods of grouping children in grades
I and 2 in a speech and hearing therapy
nrnoram and tn dotorn,:n. nr.....11

viant swallowing behavior was not a
factor. (KW)
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Holbrook, Anthony; Crawford, Gladys
H.
Modifications of Vocal Frequency and
Intensity in the Speech of the Deaf.
EDRS not available
Volta Review; V72 N8 P492-7 Nov
1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
aurally handicapped; voice disorders;
operant conditioning; electronic equip-
ment; conditioned response; speech ther-
apy

The purpose of the research was to
improve vocal performance of deaf sub-
jects within an operant conditioning
paradigm with the usc of the apparatus
FLOR IDA (Frequency Lowering or
Raising Intensity Determining Appara-
tus). Four deaf subjects, 28 to 48 years
old, were selected on the basis of poor
voice control of fundamental vocal fre-
quency and intensity. General proce-
dures used included phases of Baseline,
Conditioning, Extinction and Reinstate-
ment. The operation of FLORIDA and
procedures used are described. The ex-
perimental period consisted of eight
four-minute trials daily, four days week-
ly for seven weeks. All four subjects
succeeded in modifying their vocal pitch
and the behavioral changes appeared to
be fairly permanent. It is suggested that
a field trial of this method and apparatus
would be appi opriate in classes for deaf
children. (GD)
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Compton. Arthur J.
Generative Studies of Children's
Phonological Disorders.
EDRS not available
Journal Of Speech And Hearing Disor-
ders; V35 N4 P3I5-39 Nov 1970
Presented In Part At The National Con-
vention Of The American Speech And
Hearing Association (44th, Denver.
November, 1968).

Descriotors: exceptional child research:

principles producing a larger number of
actual deviant phonetic fcrms. These
principles, defined in the study, are
hypothesized to make up most of child-
ren's articulatory disorders. Therapy
methods are discussed. and an experi-
mental test confirming the validity and
applicability of such grammatical for-
mulations is reported. (Author/GD)
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Ling, Daniel; Maretic, Hermina
Frequency Transposition in the Teach-
ing of Speech to Deaf Children.
EDRS not available
Journal of Speech and Hearing Research;
VI4 NI P37-46 Mar 1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
aurally handicapped; speech therapy;
audio equipment; auditory perception;
articulation (speech); frequency transpo-
sition

Conventional (linear) amplification sup-
plemented with frequency transposition
was compared with conventional amplifi-
cation alone in teaching speech to 18
severely deaf children, aged 7-11 years.
Subjects were each given ten hours train-
ing in the articulation of 64 CV syllables.
Six were trained with conventional am-
plification to both ears (CL plus CR). six
with conventional amplification to the
left ear and transposition to the right (CL
plus TR), and the remaining six under
the reverse condition, (CR plus TL). All
subjects made significant gains in cor-
rectly reproducing both consonants and
vowels under all three conditions of am-
plification, not simply the one employed
in training. Vowels were more frequently
confused under the two transposition
conditions. Results indicatedia significant
left-ear preference for vowels. Similar
confusions of consonant features oc-
curred under each amplification condi-
tion. Conventional amplification supple-
mented with transposition was not found
to be superior to conventional amplifica-
tion alone as an aid in articulation train-
ing. (Author)
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of phonemic synthesis provided the basis
for these comparisons: The Roswell-
Chat! Auditory Blending Test, The Audi-
tory Test 2 from the Marion Monroe
Reading Aptitude Test, and The Body
Parts Test of Synthesis. The results of
the investigation revealed that the con
trol group demonstrated superior per-
formance on all three tests c,f phonemic.
synthesis. It was also interesting to note
the low correlations between the scores
on the various tests. Implications of the
results are discussed. (Author)
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dren's Misartkulations.
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ders; V36 N2 P155-66 May 1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
speech handicapped; articulation
(speech); speech evaluation: linguistics:
phonetics

The articulation of 10 children with se-
vere misarticulations was subjected to a
feature analysis. The 13 distinctive fea-
tures of English phonology as proposed
by Jakobson. Fant. and Halle (1952) and
Chomsky and Halle (1968) were used for
the study. Phonetic transcriptions of res-
ponses on the McDonald Deep Test of
Articulation formed tL.: basis for the
analy sis. Tss 0 sets of data were com-
piled: the children's feature systeMS in
comparison to the English system and a
traditional articulation evaluation of pno-
neme articulation Results indicated that
children's feature errors were consistent
across phonemes which contained the
feature. It was further determined that
misarticulations can be only partially
described as a function of absence of
features. Manv of the errors occurred in
the way features were used in particular
corubinations or conte,rts by the chil-
dren. Errors resulted when children ap-
plied rules for feature usage which were
different from the phonological rules in
English. It is suggested that a distinctive
feature analysis may offer a more effi-
cient approach to articulation training.
(Author)

utilized tape-recorded material for stimuli
and immediate playback to the child of
his own correct response, made possible
by integrating a delayed feedback (4 sec)
device into the system, for reinforce-
ment. A highly significant improvement
occurred between the initial and final
testing of the eight chilthen who partici-
pated in the study. It was also found that
there ssas significant carry-over of cor-
rect productions of the sounds taught
into words cot practiced, although per-
formance on the actual practice words
was significantly higher still. (Author)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research;
retarded speech development: speech
handicapped; language development;
sensory deprivation; hospitalized chil-
dren; infancy; articulation (speech); etiol-
ogy

The incidence of delay in language devel-
opment and difficulties in speech articu-
lation was determined in -I chkiren se-
lected because of a history of prior phys-
ical immobilization. Ten children were
referred for psychological evaluation aft-
et contact ssith a speecll department. 44
presented svith a variety of learning and
'-eh3sioral difficulties. and 1- children

ere knossn throi.gh social conta:iis.
ljryn A ere ..icarly brain

13 snoss ed questionable id-
ence biain damage Langudge
-ind speech articulation problems oc-
,:urred in at le,t,,t 55c--:: of the children in
the variou,. groups. Young age (4.7
months) at the time of the initial restraint
experience, but not the duration of the
initial restraint experience, was positive-
ly related to the presence of language
delay and articulation problems. It was
concluded that interference with sensori-
motor function not directly involved in
receptive or expressive speech functions
might well be implicated in language and
speech disturbances. (Author)

A o ern " nnAn

niciads put them through the three-part
establishment program. This was fol-
lowed by a 15-day transfer program car-
ried out by their parents. An articulation
screening test (UOST), the Predictive
Screening Test of Articulation (PSTA),
and the Arizona Articulation Proficiency
Scale (AAPS) administered before and
after the program indicated significant
improvement in Isl production. An analy-
sis of a sample of conversational speech
taken at the end of the program revealed
that 50% of the children demonstrated
90% or better Is/ productions. It was
concluded that the S-Pack is an effective,
efficient procedure for correcting frontal
lisps. (Author)
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prel.; resiilis of
Sp.:ech and Hearing c!. are r'..porei.
in an artide o itch firs! ,.- the
method used to ::ollect :',!)(11
sample of 3f3.884 public school siible,:ts
Discussions con,ern ihe ensitor.-
men:. equipment. retsaimei ic.un mem.
1^ers, 1i-dining and ova, . :e!iabilus

:oilect.on speech
'id 1;e:,7!Ilg a

r.eitorman.,:e 171-
pr,` a grade
les el. subiie mmost uhon: e scer:or.
females were ra'cid nigher than malcs in
each at the 12 gra,'.ei -1`'7 of 3S.S02
subjects were judged to have acceptable
articulation while ond si ere found
to des:iate evtremels : there was a trend
tc yard better hearing ss ith increasing
grade level. particularlv in the first four
to six grades: and sett!. little difference
ssas noted betsseen ears as a fun,:tion of
either grade or sex except for males at
3000 and 4000 H7 where left-ear abnor-
malities were predominant, (R.1)



(S) or a nonsupportive examiner (N) (Re-
lationship Segment) and then adminis-
tered a Vocal Imitation Task and an Imi-
tative Articulation Task (Testing Seg-
ment). Subjects were divided into four
groups balanced by sex, error sound,
grade. and therapy experience. The sequ-
ence of experimental conditions for each
group_ was Group I (SSS); Group 2

(NNN); Group 3 (SNS); and Group 4
(NSN). Two questions were posed: Do
supportive versus nonsupportive examin-
er social behaviors affect articula.tion
performance? Do differences in examiner
social behaviors affect children's test-
retest reliability? No main or interaction
effects for the type of examiner behav-
iors were obtained on either dependent
variable. Comparison of the Pearson cor-
relation coefficients for each group indi-
cated that Group I obtained the highest
temporal reliability, 0.92, while Groups
2, 3. and 4 obtained average coefficients
of 0.67, 0.76, and 0.62. respectively.
Clinical and theoretical implications of
these data point to the value of using
intensive designs for further study of
interpersonal variables in the clinical
process. (Author)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
sptech handicapped: speech evaluation:
student attitudes: emotional adjustment:
speech therapists

Final copies of evaluation reports by
speech pathologists were reviewed to
note any written report concerning a

child's feelings about his speech.
Selected at random were records of 90
children. ages 2-18, seen for speech and
language evaluation. In only 32 reports
was the child's response alluded to: in 11
of these instances children revealed their
attitudes in informal conversation with
the examiner. in 14 instances responses
were gleaned through observation by the

Journal of Speech and Hearing sor-
ders: V36 N4 P427-46 No.. 1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
speech handicapped; transfer of training:
articulation (speech): research reviews
(publications); speech therapy

The pertinent research findings releing
to the transfer of training in articulation
therapy are reviewed. These are dis-
cussed as thcy relate to five stages of ar-
ticulation therapy: dkcrimination train-
ing, sounds in isolation, transfer among
words, sentences. and spontaneous con-
versational speech. Two instructional
procedures being used to maximize
transfer of training are described:
management of speaking situations out-
side the clinical setting and use of care-
fully sequenced instructional programs
which are self-contained, requiring little
or no outside management. The author
concludes that if more effective research
strategies are employed, it may be possi-
ble to pinpoint those variables speech
clinicians can manipulate to further enh-
ance transfer of training. (Author)
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Descriptor,: speech handicapped: speech
therapy: reinforcement: negative reltl-
forcement; behavior change

The use of tokens as positise reinforers
for correct responses and no conse-
quences for incorrect responses was
compared w ith the use of tokens contin-
gent upon correct responses and loss td
tokens contingent on incorrect respon-
ses. Two magnitudes of token gain to
token loss were also compared: three
tokens were given for a correct response
and one token removed for an incorrect
response: one tokcn was given for a cor-
rect response and one was removed for
an incorrect response. The subjects were
a 6-year-old child with delayed language
development and a 7-year-old with an
articulation problem, Training items
conskred of the vorhnl irnitnt;nn nf

Journal of Speech and Hearing Disor-
ders: V36 N4 P499-505 Nov 1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
speech handicapped; speech therapy;
parent influence; parent education; artic-
ulation (speech); speech improvement

Forty second-grade children with func-
tional articulatory speech problems who
had normal hearing and intelligence were
divided equally and randomly into exper-
imental and contrr:: groups. Of those
originally identified, 50% were still avail-
able for evaluation at the end of the
school year. Recorded speech samples
were obtained at the beginning a0 end
of the experimental period; observers
were trained and asked to judge thc sP
verity of the articulatory problem. The
results suggested that where parents
were randomly selected and caused to
participate, there was no real effect upon
the progress shown during therapy.
Comments on procedures for conducting
studies in public schools are included.
(Author)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
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The paper presents a preliminary vies,. of
the clinical application of inforination
:heory. An analysis of a 6-year-old child
demonstrating inconsistent omissions of /
z/ revealed that the /z/ items the child
uttered were associated with much infor-
mation while the /z/ items the child omit-
ted contributed little information, Rather
than sequencing treatment from those
tasks most easily performed by the child
to more difficult tasks, this approach
commenced by requiring the child to coy-
rectly utter sentences more difficult for 1
listener to comprehend, and proceeded
to requiring him to coriectly utter sent-
ences much easier for the listener to
comprehend. This annroach was based



tactile pitch displays were shown to have
the potential for supplying continuous
corrective feedback for the improvement
of the intonation patterns of deaf speak-
ers. A simple pitch detector and tactile
display proved effective in correcting a
common intonation problem, indicating
that work toward a wearable tactile aid
was justified. .A hypothesis was present-
ed which explained the cause of the
pitch problem and the success of the
experimental system in terms of the need
of the Oeaf speaker for voicing and fre-
quency referents. (Author)
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To determine the value of parental ob-
servation of public school speech correc-
tion programs. parents of elementary
school children with nonorganic articula-
iory disorders attended speech classes
with their children and practiced with
them at home. The 92 children, repre
seriting various socioeconomic levels and
ethnic groups, uere gi.en an individ.ual
picture articulation test at the beginning
and end of the study, and scores on the
Arizona Articulation Proficiency Sicale
u ere computed. Subjects sis ere randomly
assigned to one of two groups. in Gronp
I. parents %sere not asked to attend their
ehild's regular speech classes hut did
help their child on assignments sent
home; m Group 2A. parents attended the
speech therapy sessions once a month,
while in Group 2B parents attended all
weekly sessions. Children in Groups I

and 2 received the same therapy and
homeuork assignments. Sixteen classes
were held for each group. The mean
speech improvement for Group 1 uLts
3.22(7,-; mean improvement was 10.987;
for Group 2A and 10.93% for Group 2B.
Differences in improvement hetsseen

difference between adapting and nona-
darding frequencies can be quite small;
paradigm emphasizes the careful specifi-
cation and consequation of the desired
verbal responses. The Wisconsin General
Test Apparatus, an apparatus previously
employed in psychological research. was
used to structure the treatment environ-
ment for maximally effective learning.
The results of treatment over a 6-month
period and of a subsequent follow up
evaluation are discussed. Hypotheses are
offered to account for the success of the
treatm, program. (Author)
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Descriptors: exceptional child researeh.
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adcantaged: speech handicapped; articu-
lation (speeeh); behasior change: operant
conditioning; reinforcement; peer groups:
peer relationship

Pre-delinquent peers in Achiesement
Place (a community based family style
rehabilitation program based on a token
economy! %sere gisen points (token rein-
forcement) to modify the articulation
errors :if Psi.) boys. In Experiment I.
usine a multiple baseline experimental
design. error ss ords in.ilx ing the rh. r .

th . and ling. sounds %sere suceesshilk
treated Ps Poth a group of peers and hy
indisiduai peers. Also. generalizatien
occurred to ssords that \Acre not trainee.
The speech correction procedure used by
the peers insoised a MIN' her of sariables
including modelling. peer approv,d. con-
tingent points, and feedback. The indi-
sidual role of each of these sariahles
uas not experimentally analyzed, but d
%sax demonstrated that peers could funs-
thin as speeeh therapists uithout instruc-
tions feedEack. or the presence of an

It %sins also found that )iayment of
nom., to peers for detecting correct ar
ii...iations produced closer agreement

the experimenter than when they
were naid noints for tindinv inrorrert

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
speech handicapped: early childhood
education: verbal ability; test reliability

The present study attempted to test the
reliability of a neu method of recording
verbal behaYior in a free-play. preschool
setting. Six children, three norm-al and
three speech impaired. served as sub-
jects. Videotaped records of verbal be-
hasior u ere scores; by two experimental-
ly make obsersers. The results suggested
that the system pros ides a means of ob-
taining reliable records of both normal
and impaired speech, even when the sub-
jects exhibit nonverbal behaviors (such
as hyperactiYity) that interfere with di-
rect ohsersation techniques. (Author)
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Reported tn vihular tot m were general
statistical lindings of I I studies on the
incidence if peeeh ;Ind language prob-
leMs ri he nientalls handicapped popida.

Varri.us Hut:akin,
noted. tollossed :+s i \plaratiops 01 inc.
,generai c,,n..lusions and !lends 1arid.
:selected nr;OO: III:Will:, ix e hiph.
cr than normal incidence of spei-ch, ran-
griaie. and hearin,e ! disoplers iYere (mind
in the mentalls retarded, that institution-
altied retardates tended to exhibit more
communication prohlem, than did nonin-
stitutionali/ed retardates. rind that the
louer the IQ score of a mentalls retard-
ed indisidual. the greater the ehansie id a
sex crc communication problem.
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that the results obtained arc.in any way
revolutionary, it is suggested that it is a
valuable additional technique and worthy
of more attention than it appears to be
receiving in this country at present. It is
stressed that it is not advocated as a

technique with those children who have
a considerable amount of residual hear-
ing which they are already using effec-
tively. (Author)
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The study examined the relationship
between language comprehension and
auditory discrimination in 30 kindergar-
ten children with numerous misarticula-
tions and 30 similarly aged children with
proficient articulation. The Carrow Audi-
tory Test for Language Comprehension
and the Wepman Auditory Discrimina-
tion Test were the test instruments.
Results showed deficit performances by
the articulation error group on both tests.
Error score, on each task were signifi-
,imtly corrdated v.ith the number Of
rnisarticulations in the articulation error
group, ln addition. language comprehen-
sion ;Ind auditory discrimination were
significantly correlated within the articu-
lation error group but not within the ar-
ticulation proficient group. These findings
support the argument that children with
numerous misarticulations show syntax
performance deficits for their age be-
cause of underdeveloped syntax know-
ledge. The interdependence of language
levels during acquisition is stressed.
(Author)
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important factors in the clinical manage.
ment of nasality. Recent extention of the
instrumentation to measure and manage
other voice disorders is also described.
(Author)
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Modification of consonant speech sound
articulation was tested in three experi-
ments performed in a classroom setting
with small groups of young children (6 to
8 years of age) having severe articulation
problems. Variations on a token based
reinforcement procedure were demon-
strated in each experiment. A combined
multiple baseline/reversal design shoihed
etTective experimenter control of rates 0.
correct and incorrect consonant sound
articulation in aH cases. Data in each
experiment shoved problems of ohtaim
ing stimulus generalization of high cor-
rect articulation rates to nontraining set-
tings. The third experiment demonstrated
a procedure fy- r'roducing such gencr
Lation h mal each child a discrimi-
native stimulus tor correct articulation

the other child. thus maintaining high
levels of correct articulation for each
child wher the presence of the other.
Teacher ..inforcement of correct
sounds, reinforcing counting of one's
ov.n sounds, and reinforcing monitoring
of peers correct sounds all produced the
same degree of control over saying cor-
rect and incorrect speech sounds. (GW)
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subsequently extinguished and then rein-
stated. It was noted that imitation did
not appear to play a substantial role in
helping S to generalize. (Author)
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Articulatory effectiveness and speech
sound stimulability were studied in the
performances of 70 children (35 kinder-
garten children arid 35 first gaders) on
four auditory measures and one oral sen-
sory discrimination task. Each group of
35 children included seven subjects with
superior articulation, seven with deviant
articulation and poor speech sound stim-
ulability, seven with deviant articulation
and good stimulability. seven with articu-
lation defects and poor stimulability, and
seven with articulation defects and good
stimulability. Performances on a speech
sound stimulability task were not found to
be related to performances on any of the
auditory measures and to be only slightly
related to the oral sensory task. Superior
articulators had significantly better scores
than the deviant and defectives on the oral
sensory discrimination task, but scores on
the auditory tasks were not significantly
different. Comparison of the perform-
ances of subjects predominatly defective
in articulating r and s revealed the latter
group to be inferior on some auditory
tasks compared with the superior articula-
tors. (Author)
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lidity of a rehearsal and incidental learning
deficit in the retarded child was assessed
using an associative matching task. The
results provided some support for fre-
quency theory in that pronunciation had
no differential effect upon intelligence.
However, the Frequency S Intelligence
interaction failed to support frequency
theory; increasing word frequency had an
equally adverse effect on both nonretard-
ed and retarded children. Finally, no sup-
port for a reheanal or incidental learning
deficit in the retarded child was found in
the present study. (Author)
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Discussed k research on speech-sound
acquisition in infant:y and early child-
Imod. and included are the speech learn-
rng task, the normal course of speech
development. and r he implications of
research on de \ :ant speech behavior.
What the ehlid Juk to learn is seen to
include three components: segmental fea
tures such as differing initial sounds,
rulcs for the combinations of segmental
features such as lengthening the vowel
when a final strident is voiced. and su-
pra-segmental features such as the into-
nation difference between a sentence and
a question. The foHowing conclusions are
derived from observation of the normal
course of speech development: the infant
does not produce phonated sounds at
birth, the same sequence of development
is observed in all children, and the use of
all basic syntactic structures occurs before
the correct articulation of all speech
sounds. Deviant phonological acquisition
is discussed and one finding reported is
that children \sho use markedly deviant

Presented were an explanation of deviant
language in terms of the transformational
model, a review of literature on deviant
language use, and data comparing the
use of syntactic and morphological struc-
tures by nine normal and nine deviant
language users. Normal and deviant lan-
guage users (mean chronological age. 5

years and 3 months) were found to differ
significantly in the frequency of their use
of 14 tested structures. Criteria for iden-
tifying clinically relevant language differ-
ences and for distingukhing different
from delayed language were proposed. It
was suggested that analysk cf children's
tsso word utterances for the frequency of
subject-verb utterances may be a means
of early identification of deviant language
users. Limitations in the clinical applica-
tion of transformational grammar were
examined. (GW)
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Explained \sere clinical ads antaec ',MI.'
!k e,uli :rum applictinon of dislinctive
feature them,. It, the anal.; sis of the
speech of children vsith defective tirticu-
:anon Distinctive teature analv ses sv ere

made of the articulation test data of
child \kith a phonemic disorder \I. YR) rt:-
ceis ed speech therapy at three inters ak.
%hen he ssas 5 years 2 months old, 5

years 8 months old. ;Ind t`, sears 3

nioni h old Fach anaksis uas compared
hoth ssith the adult model to reveal the
rules of the child's phonological compe-
tence at that time. and with preceding
analy ses to show the changes in the
child's rule system as hk speech gradual-
ly approached the adult model.
Distinctive feature analysis was found to
he most useful in describing speech pat-
terns of children whose mkarticulations

of fcatures lacking in their repertoires to
determine the extent of generalization of
trained feature- across phonemes.
Results represented generalization from
training on three different features. Data
showing that feature errors decreased by
69% to 84% were thought show that a
feature generalized across several pho-
nemes, although training in only one
phoneme was administered. Degree of
generalization was found to vary across
phonemes and across phonemes in dif-
ferent positions in words. It was con-
cluded that features have generality and
that children's feature errors are consist-
ent and systematic. (GW)
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An institutionalized population of 30 chil-
dren (5 to 15 years of age) was given a
speech sound imitation test composed of
25 consonant-vovvel combinations.
Results of this assessment indicated that
although the retarded children made
more errors than preschool children. the
pattern of errors was simi)ar. The most
frequent type of error made by low-
functioning children as well as normal
preschoolers was in place of articulation.
Subsequently. :0 low-functioning chil-
dren were divided into component and
speech-sound training groups The differ-
ence in these procedures was the units of
behavior that served as the training sti-
muli. The results indicated that the
speech-sound group emitted fewer eirors
than the component group on the post-
test. (Authur)
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Seven of the pretest-posttes.t reliabilities
and five of the split-sample reliabilities
for the 11 factors exceeded 0.80. There
was little difference between components
derived from orthogonal and oblique ro-
tations. The findings of this study raise
important questions regarding the validi-
ty of the concept of phonetic context in
articulation testing for classes of pho-
nemes other than the stops. Moreover,
the identification of 11 articulation com-
ponent scores suggests that articulation
research using the multivariable ap-
proach proposed would provide more
accurate, detailed information concerning
a student's articulation proficiency, as

well as information regarding relation-
ships among articulation variables which
are obscured when a single measure is
used. (Author)
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Four young adults and adult patients
with paresis in the palate and pharynx
%sere fitted with an obturator prosthesis
and given speech training, the effects of
which were evaluated by intelligibility
tests judged by a mean of 190 listeners.
The four cases of palato-pharyngeal pa-
resis were caused by cerebral hemor-
rhage, multiple sclerosis, bulbar paraly-
sis, and myotonia atrophicans. respec-
tively. Treatment consisted of placing
and trimr-ing the obturator where it
could contribute most effectively to the
normal closing of the naso-pharyngeal
passage in speech. Recordings were
made of the patients' speech with and
without the obturator prosthesis under
eight different conditions. Statistical
analysis of the results showed that the
obturator prosthesis improved the intc:Ii-
niFdlitv nf sneerh rnarkedly

her reading of selected passages. Each
therapy session's activities were struc-
tured by the clinician according to the
child's previously selected goals (im-
provement in inflection, intensity, pitch,
or quality). Evaluations by clinically
experienced speech path logy students,
the therapist, and the S consistently rat-
ed the tape of the last therapy session
higher than the tape from the first thera-
py session. (GW)

ABSTRACT 1484
EC 05 1484 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Feb 73 12p.
011er. D. Kimbrough
Regularities in Abnormal Child Phon-
ology.
Journal of Speech and Hearing Disor-
ders; V38 NI P36-47 Feb 73

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
speech handicapped: childhood: phonet-
ics: language patterns: speech evaluation:
evaluation methods

Examined was the usefulness of appls:ing
generative notational conventions to a

phonology of sound substitutions of five
speech handicapped children. Results
suggested that the conventions make it
possible to capture numerous generaliza-
tions which must he left unstated in
more traditional frameworks. Findings
also indicated that there is much more
regularity in abnormal speech than there
v.ould appear to he at first glance. he
author argued that the regularities result
from the child's substitution processes
v hich are central v.ith respect to !.t:
neryous ss stem rather than governed by
the structure of the xocal tract. (Author.
Gw)

ABSTRACT 1488
EC 0.5 1488 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Feb 73 9p,
Peterson. Sally J.
Velopharyngeal Function: So!lte Im-
portant Differences.
Journal of Speech and Hearir.y. Disor-
ders; V38 NI P89-97 Feb 73

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
multiply handicapped: speech handi-
capped; physically handicapped: physiol-
)ay: neurnInev: sneech hAndicans medi-

as those of speakers with velopharyngeal
competency. The results were discussed
with regard to histodcally recommended
nonspeech exercises for improvement of
velopharyngeal closure, and a proposal
that it may be misleading to view the
speaker with incompetency simply as a
case of less than normal velopharyngeal
function. It was suggested instead that a
speaker with incompetency may manifest
an entire complex of neuromuscular pat-
terns which is dissimilar from that of the
normal speaker. (Author)

ABSTRACT 1756
EC 05 1756 ED N.A.
Publ. Date May 73 7p.
Chen, Kathleen
Pronunciability in Verbal Learning of
the Deaf.
EDRS not available
Journal of Psychology; V84. I P89-95
May 1973

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
aurally handicapped; deaf: hearing loss:
learning processes; verbal learning: pre-
diction; articulation (spee. ')

Fifty-four deaf Ss (18 Ss were born deaf
and had an average hearing loss of 80
decibels or greater. 18 Ss were adventi-
tiously deaf and had an average hearing
loss of 80 decibels or greater. and 18 Ss
had an average hearing loss of less than
80 decibels) were examined to determine
the effect of rated pronunciability on the
learning of trigrams. The Ss learned
three lists of trigrams (such as W.A NI-
CFI). KNO-MQ. and CFS-ZOJ from the
easy, moderately difficult. and most diffi-
cult lists. respectively) which were pre-
sented through a memory drum. Results
showed that pronunciability is a predic-
tor of learning for all categories of deaf-
ness. and that the profoundly deaf Ss
performed significantly poorer at the
moderate ley el of difficulty than those in
the other ci..egories. (MC)

ABSTRACT 2124
EC 05 2124 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jun 73 8p.

Eveslage, Roberta A.: Buchmann, Adella
V.
The Effects of Consequences Delivered
Contingent Upon Intelligible Speech



found between observers and teacher's
responses. (DB)

ABSTRACT 2323
EC OS 2323 ED 079 909
Publ. Date May 71 28p.
Siegel, Gerald M.
Three Approaches to Speech Retarda-
tion.
Minnesota University, Minneapolis.
Research, Development and Demonstra-
tion Center in Education Of Handi-
capped Children
Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped (DHEW/OE), Washington, D. C.

EDRS mf,hc
OE-09-332189-4533(032)
332189
Occasional Paper #8

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
speech handicapped: research utilization:
psycholinguistics: speech therapy: learn-
ing theories: interpersonal relationship;
speech pathology: research reviews (pub-
lications)

Three current research areas (learning
theory, interpersonal approach, and ps-
cholinguistics) related to delayed speech
in children are significant for speech
pathologists. Learning theory classifies
stimulus events that cause a child to
develop a body of verbal behavior and
suggests ways of organizing therapy. The
interpersonal appr (MC h emphasizes
speaker-listener interaction and indicates
methods for modeling communication
disorders. Psycholinguktics is pr)mising
for the identification of behavior units in
both learning theory and the interper.,on-
al approach. Greater understanding of
children's delayed language problems
may be obtained through attention to the
intersecting points of the three approach-
es, as linguistics can identify what is or
is not learned, learning theory emphasiz-
es how learning occurs, and interperson-
al orientation encompasses the learning
situation, (MC)

ABSTRACT 2408
EC 0.5 2408 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jul 73 3p.
Dice, Georgia; Shearer, William M.
Clinician's Accuracy in Detecting Vo-

literature which indicates that a laryngos-
copic examination is the only way to
determine presence or absence of vocal
nodules. (MC)

ABSTRACT 474
EC 06 0474 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Oct 73 6p.
Meitus, Iry J. and Others
Clinician Bias in Evaluating Speech
Profidency.
EDRS not available
British Journal of Disorders of Commu-
nication; V8 N2 P146-51 Oct 1973

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
speech handicapped; voice disorders
elementary school students; childhinai,
speech therapists; speech evaluation;
case studies

Examined was the effect of speech clini-
cian bias in evaluating the speech of sev-
en elementary-school-age children. The
30 clinicians-in-training were presented
with cases via videotape, and 20 of the
chnicians were exposed to fabricated
case-histories with either positive or neg-
ative bias factors such as above average
or below average academic ability.
Evaluation consisted of phonetic inven-
tories, ratings of articulation, prognoses,
and scaled therapeutic judgments. The
case-history preconditions had little ef-
feet on the measured evahiations of the
clinicians. (DB)

ABSTRACT 477
(k) 0477 ED N.A.

Publ. Date Oct 73 14p.
Wing. Douglas M.; Heimgartner, Lairy
M.
Articulation Carryover Procedure
implemented by Parents.
EDRS not available
Language, Speech and Hearing Services
in Schools; V4 N4 P182-95 Oct 1973

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
exceptional child education; learning dis-
abilities; language handicapped; LIJild-
hood; speech therapy: articulation
(speech); program descriptions: parent
education; parent role; guidelines

Six speech handicapped children, grades
3 to 5. participated in a pilot study to
determine the effectiveness of a program

lines for selection of cases, the parent
training session, home speech practice
sessions, activities, and progress record-
ing.) (MC)

ABSTRACT 896
EC 06 0896 t A.
Publ. Date Jan 74 10p.
Stratton, William D.
Intonation Feedback for the Deaf
Through a Tactile Display.
Volta Review; V76 NI P26-35 Jan 1974

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
deaf: speech improvement: intonation:
tactual perception; aurally handicapped;
adolescents; 'eedback

Examined was the use of immediate and
continuous corrective tactile feedback
for the improvement of speaking intona-
tion xxith 12 deaf students aged 12 to 16
years. An instrumer was developed
xhieh detected Voic fundamental fre-
quency and convertvd it into a tactile
excitation display. A training program
lapproximatelx h hours per student)
designed to teach pitch control usine the
tactile display instrument. A panel of 20
listeners judged before .ind ;diet- training
speech samples. ()ken the intonation
contour. that the S. %%ere alteillptin;
du; 'icate, the listener identilied the
posuraining phonation in 80':; of the
eomparisons. Immo% ed performanx.e %%a,
maintained hen tactile feedb..ek
v,ithdrav, n and unprat.:ticed phrd.c. v.crc
phonated. Ihe fleeting. transient chaiax
ter of the zactile pattern. %.;:, the in.00;
dr.tv, ba,:k of Ow approh and mad,
comparison of ..nhject and instruoto,
contour. ditli,:ult The piimar. trainnq.:

habititall rigid rLrcit C

p;ittern.. (Author/DB)

ABSTRACT 1161
EC 06 1161 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jan 74
Ycss, Kathe A.; Dailey, Frederic
Therapy in Developmental Aprasia
Speech.
EDRS not available
Language, Speech and Hearing Services
in School, VS NI P23-3I Jan 1974

Descriptors: exceptional child research;



speech and revealed improvement of at
least a half-point (on a 9-point scale) for
eight of the Ss. Investigation of remedial
approaches used with Ss is said to have
shown a variety of therapeutic tech-
niques such as auditory discrimination
drills, phonetic placement techniques,
and oral placement excrcises.
Summarized are nine suggestions for
therapy such as having the child imitate
sustained vowels and letting the child's
behavior provide cues as to effective
remedial techniques. (DB)

ABSTRACT 1432
EC 06 1432 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Fal 73 16p.
Huskey, Robert and Others
A Longitudinal Study of the Sponta-
neous Remission of ArticUlatory De-
fects of 1665 School Children in
Grades 1, 2, and 3.
EDRS not available
Acta Symbolica; V4 N2 P73-88 Fal 1973

.Descriptors: exceptional child research:
speech handicapped; primary gades:
identification; articulation (pronuncia
tion); language patterns

Identified were 3,147 first grade children
ith at least one articulatory deviation.

Of the children. 327 were assigned to
inerapy and 1.665 were followed through
f.,.e additional test periods (May and
September, 1968; May and September.

and May, 1970). None of the chil-
dren in the sardy group reced .peech
Therapy The spontaneous remission of
..rticulan.r:, deviations observed ykere

al1LRZej for reliahilir . in terms of effect,
of such factors pheonerne in error .
error type. and position. Data supported
the condri.ion that under the .tudy Lt`!t-
ditions judges 'Acre ahle evaluaft
tic ulation ith a high degree of accurac'.

ABSTRACT 1735
EC 06 1'35 ED N.A.
Publ, Date Apr -74 4p.
Barrett. Carla M ; Hoops. H. Ray
The Relationship between
Self-Concept and the Remission of Ar-
ticulatory Errors.
Language, Speech and Hearing Services
in Schook; V5 N2 P67-:0 Apr 1974

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
speech handicapped: childhood; articula-
tion (speech); self concept

Assessed were the self concept and ide;l
self concept of 15 children who der7on-
strated misarticulations of the 5, I. and r
phone on the first and third (-rade
screen. ,r tests and 15 children matched
on sex and IQ with no demorstrated
misarticulations on the two tests
Findings indicated that children will) ar-
ticulatory errors in third gade had a sig-
nificantly geater discrepancy betwee-
their lower than average self concept
scores and their higher than average
al self concept scores than control,
(MC)

ABSTRACT 1738
EC 06 !738 ED N.A.
Publ. Daft Apr 74 6p
Evans, Candace Marie; Potter, Robert E.

The Effectiveness of the S-Pack When
Administered hy Sixth-Grade Chil-
dren to Primary-Grade Children.
Language, Speech and Hearing Services
in Schools; V5 N2 P85-90 Apr 1974

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
speczh handicapped; elementary school
students; speech therapy; tutoring; artic-
ulation (speech) Student Tutors

Fifteen normal sixth gade students with
above average IQ were trained to admin-
ister the S-Pack Program to correct func-
tional frontal lisps of 24 first, second,
and third gade students. Results indicat-
ed that the student-tutors administered
the S-Pack as effectively as the speech
clinician, that whether the student-tutors
had previous speech therapy was not a
factor in successful administration, and
that the s. jects demonstrated improved
s-sound production in words, sentences.
and unstructured storytelling seLiments.
(MC)

ABSTRACT 2116
EC 06 2116 ED N.A.
Publ. Date May 74 7p.
Boone, Daniel R.
Dismissal Criteria in Voke Therapy.
Journal of Speech and Hearing DkOr-
ders; V39 N2 PI33-9 May 1974

Descriptors: exceptkinal child research:
voice disorders; speech therapy; oalua-
tion criteria; .peech handicapped; speeh
therapists: Termination of 'Iherapy

Five criteria to .ysternatize the results of
voice remediation and provide The thera-
pist vsith criteria for termimuing therapy
II1 ca.es f hvperfunction.,1
ders %sere developed im apphed ni 73
patients ,11..:ed from sh...lhood
through adulthood. D. distm.sal criteria
weie larynge.d improvement. voice im-
provement. the patient's feeling of im-
provement. no improvenlent, and the
patient's termination of therapy. The eri
terni were usefully applied ul patients
ysith vocal nodules Or polyps. functional
dysphonia. and spastic dy sphonia.
Implications Of the criteria included help-
ing the clinician broaden hk therapemie
approach by continually thinking of the
multiple criteria or outcome; of the re-
mediation proce.s. (DB)

ABSTRACT 2272
EC 06 2272 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jun 74 3p.
Ivey, Lillian P.; Teel, Jerry R.
Tri-Sensory Language Stimulation
with the TAVF Unit.
American Annals of the Deaf; V119 N3
P3I8-20 Jun 1974

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
deaf; language instruction; multisensory
learning; instructional media; aurally'
handicapped; early childhood education;
,peech improvement; parent role; atten-
aon span; Tactile Auditory Visual Feed-
back Unit

Evaluated with 8 preschool severely
hearing impaired children was whether
use of the Tactile Auditory Visual Feed-
back Unit (TAVF) would facilitate
speech and language development.
Parents were provided with 16 lesson

plans and the tri-sensory unit which uses
a headset. intensity lamp, and vibrating
board to provide simultaneous auditory,
visual, and tactile feedback of speech.
Over an 8 week period (16 sessions) par-
ents were instructeLl on use of the unit to
teach their children names of body parts
and articles of clothing. Results obtained
through pre-tests and post-tests showed
statistically significant results in four
dependent measures from a test of learn-
ing aptitude and five dependent measures
fwm the Project Constructed Vocabulary
Test on names of body parts and articles
of clothing. The positive language gains
may have been due to increased atten-
tion span observed by parents using the
unit. (LC)

ABSTRACT 2348
EC 06 2348 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jul 74 13p.
Gray, Burl B.
A Field Study of Programmed Articu-
lation Therapy.
Language. Speech and Hearing Services
in Schools; V.5 N3 PI19-31 Jul 1974

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
articulation (speech); programed instruc-
tion; public schools; speech therapy;
speech handicapped; programed materi-
als; Monterey ArticuLlion Program

Data were gathered !:om 176 speech cli-
nicians using the Monterey Articulation
Program iNIAP, sitl: 1096 children in
nine public schools kind one university
clinic. MAP chosen for use in the
'field study on programmed articulation
therapy because it met criteria such
the following. MAP expltly desc-ibes
each programming activity and present.
its o..s paeing and branching logic: MAP

apphcable to any phonetic target: and
integral pars of MAP are pre- and post-
criterion tests for each target sound.
Field study data were compared with the
standard data obtained at the Behavioral
Sciences Institute where MAP was de-
veloped. Data showed that programed
articulation therapy can be carried out by
public schools clinicians in a manner
generally si' lar to that developed in the
laboratory; ''at the beneficial therapeutic
effects of pi. ii-amed articulation therapy
(including estaolishment. transfer, and
maintenance phases) that are reported
from the laboratory also can be obtained
by clinicians in the field; and that in the
field there was some loss in efficiency as
measured by elapsed calendar days.
(GW)

ABSTRACT 2351
EC 06 2351 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jul 74 4p,
Clark, Betty J.
Using a Short-Term Lisp Correction
Program for More Effective Distribu.
tion of Clinicians' Time.
Language, Speech and Hearing Services
in Schools: V5 N3 P152-5 Jul 1974.

Descriptors; exceptional child research;
speech handicapped; speech therapy;
time factors (learning): elementary
school students; public schools; Lisp
Correction Program

D. E. Mowrer's Lisp Correction Program
(LCP), a short-term, three-session pm-



gram. was used in two consecutive years
by school speech clinicians in 137 de-
mentary schools for children with func-
tional central or frontal lisps. In
1971-1972, 37 speech clinicians adminis-
tered the ECP to 684 children of whom
426 had maintained correction at a satis-
factory level when checked at the end of
the school year, 134 required additional
follow up. and 124 had to be enrolled in
the regular speech therapy program the
following year for various reasons. In
1972-1973, 45 clinicians administered the
LCP to 319 lispers. Seventy-six percent
of the 319 lispers were corrected and
maintained correct production at a satis-
factory level by the end of the year. The
failure of the remaining 24 percent was
due to dentition problems or identifiable
learning dkabilities. (GW)

ABSTRACT 2371
EC 06 23'1 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 74 17p.
Blaubergs, Maija S.
The Application of Recent Advances in
Psycho linguistics to Speech Correc-
tion.
Maija S. Blautsergs, Ph.D.. Educational
Psychology Department :ind Linguktics
Curriculum. University of Georgia. Ath-
ens. Georgia 300)2.

Descriptor,: exceptiorial ch i!! research .
speech handicappedi learning ois..-,littes,
language handicapped: research %stew s

;,,ycholinguktics: Ian-
gwige development: program planning

The field of pstchiiiinginstics
rhJ 141,1b, and ;e,earch on three re-

..:ent de eloprnents thought t, ,ciate to
srcech correction program.. reVIC,A'cd.
The three develiirr--..!-7,
noted . training proe,iiam, has,: been e,
tablished for nonhuman primates without
apparent language ability in order
teach them language. whereas previousH
language was considered a specific ab;liti.
and thus unteachahle: the arbitrary sepa-
ration between syntax and !afmantics has
been found to be problematic hoth in
psychohnguistic re:eareli and in theorie .
of language acquisition: ;ind Ss in experh
mental vk(Irk have been observed to use
strategies as do children in acquiring lan-
guage. Research in each area is resiewed
and applications to speech correction
programs suggested. For example, the
author believes that claims regarding the
crucial role of semantics and the
rule-generating capacity of the normal
child, and the cognitive changes that
occur developmentally strongly sugges!
that pattern drills will not establish pro-
ductive language competence. (Mk')

ABSTRACT 2401
EC 06 2401 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Sum 74 7p.
Michel, Donald E.; May. Nancy Hudg-
ens
The Development of Music Therapy.
Procedures with Speech and Language
Disorders.
Journal of Music Therapy; VII N2
P74-80 Sum 1974

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
speech handicapped; aurally handi-

capped; learning disabilities: language
handicapped: therapy; music; speech
handicaps; language handicaps; research
reviews (publications)

Studies in the development of nuisic
therapy procedures for speech and lan-
guage disorders are briefly reviewed.
Studies encompassed projects as various
as the following: music therapy-speech
sessions with a 7-year-old with severe
1-taring loss who developed a six note
singing range, ability to match six ran-
dom pitches, and ability to respond ap-
propriately to rhythm in music; setting
stories using test words to music for chil-
dren with cleft palate which resulted in
Ss' significant improvement over other
children given conventional therapy;
music used to gain improved articulation
in a group of disadvantaged black chil-
dren; and use of practice son&s and tom.!
cues with Head Start children which
were found to be significantly' more ef-
fective than four other conventional and
innovative methods of training in readi
ness skills. (GW)

ABSTRACT 2409
(W) 2409 ED 093 139

f'tibl. Date 74
Lewellyn

Study of Musk ais 'ft:aching Media for
Improvement of Speech of TrIkinahk
Mentiiily Retarded Student:, in inner
City Sclmob. Final Report.
Southein Connecticut State CoH
Ila,.e:

of liducation (DIif'.\\ Washing
ton, D. C.

l-2-041:2

trunahle rnen:ailv handicapped: music.
ispeech): vocabulary devel-

.;mient. rnentzdly handicappedl disadvan-
z.,:ed youth: adolescents: speech

inner city

Pri.....ented in the final report are result,
ot a 4 ii-2-rimnth research project to test
music med:a for improvement of speech
arti.mlation and conversational skiHs of

1 1 - to 21-yearold trainable mentally
retarded rTMPH students in New Haven
((onnecticut) inner city cchool,.
Included for study aspects are discus
aons on the literature; stimulus for the
study, such a, liclning the TMR student
experience a feelin of self expression;
and methodology. whic.h involved admin-
istration of the Templin-Darley Test of
Articulation and the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test (PPVT) to two experi-
mental and two control classes in school
A and to one experimental and one con-
trol class in school B. Procedures :nc
explained in terms of beginning with a
familiar song, engaging in ear-training
and tone-matching games, practicing of
rhythm patterns, learning of a new ,orm
and closing with a familiar song. Det.rileu
are speech articulation activities such as
repetitively singing 'Good morning, Miss
Moss for practice in diction: and vocab-
ulary development activities such as de-
scribing the animals while listening to a
recording of the 'Carnival of the Ani-
mals' by C. Saint-Sacns. Given are re-
sults which indicate improvement (but

23

not at the significant level) by the three
classes, and significant improvement by
the one class (school B) on the PPVT as
a result of reinforcement and review by
the teacher. Conclusions and recommen-
dations are given to include need for a
longer experimental period and far more
rote experiences by TMR/disadvantaged
students in learning situations. (MC)

ABSTRACT 2436
EC 06 2436 ED N.A.
Puhl. Daze 74 382p.
Lass. Norman J., Ed.
Speech and Hearing Science: Selected
Readings.
MSS Information Corporation, 655 Madi-
son Avenue, New York, New York
10021 (S10.00).

Descriptors: exceptitmal child research:
speech handicapped: articulation
(speech): time factors (learning): percep-
tion; speech compression; speech es alua-
tiom speech habits

Forts four readings on temporal a,pecis
of speech, time-compressed speech. ver-
bal transformation effect. and (Hal sensa
lion and perception are presented. Selen
articles on temporzd aspects ot speech
do,cuss the relationship of diado,:hokinet-
ic rate, speakini: rate md rcadine rate:
temporal characteristic, of picture elftit
ed and U.,pic-dtcitcd speechl the tinimg
of utterance, and hrigui.tic bondarie.
the signincance of intra, and inteisem
ence pause lulu- in pi....ceptilai
inents of oral reiioing Hoe: !ate
tion, of expeileii,:ed and inexperienc,:jIir. ,dcni .1

i-:icepinai Hie Li! ,peecti
percepuor ot rite
:ir1 i! listener, ime vompressed spr:ech
comddered in six readm.:, anol ! method,
ot ...ontrolhog the o.ord rate ol re,..orded
speech: reich on the intolligibihiy and
::Mprehension of ace-Hr.:lied speech:
the difficult of listening to
ume-compressed Ticech: intelligibiluy of
ume-compre ssed 'NC monoss
;Iitelhg, ne-compressod ,xord,

a function c ttd heO, no !n...

and listening rine preference. 't ;

aeading and impromptu speAing
Five articles on verhal tr;.osformation
effect (VT1:I examine VTE and ;iuditon,
perceptual mechanismk, the Ike of
ed vowels as ziuditory stimuli in eliciting
VTE: consktency of Ss' reported verbal
transformations: verbal transforrmdions
of phonetically trained and
non-phonetically' trained Ss; irid .

verbal analogue to VTE. The follow.,
aspects of oral sensation and perception
are explored in 26 readings: the speech
rnechankm as a servosystern; effects of
tactile and auditory alterations on speech
output: effective alteration of auditory
zind oral tactile sensation for speech; a
methodological consideration in kniesth-
etic feedback research; articulation :Ind
stress/juncture production under ord
anesthetization and masking: trIicLIlation
without oral sensory control; effects of
motor and sensory disruptions on
speech; articulation during labial sensory
deprivation: acoustic characteristics of
speech produced without oral sensation:
form discrimination in the mouth; int-
7a-oral recognition of geometric forms b y



normal Ss; assessment of oral tactile
perception; effect of memory on oral
form discrimination; assessment of lin-
gual tactile sensation and perception:
orosensory discrimination and articulato-
ry aspects of speech production; articula-
tory effectiveness. stimulahility and chil-
dren's performance on perceptual and
memory tasks; speech-sound discrimina-
tion and tactile-kinesthetic discrimination
in reference to speech production: func-
tional defective articulation; oral form
recognition training and articulation
change: orosensory perception. speech
production and deafness; and tuo-point
discrimination in oral perception. (GW)

ABSTRACT 2683
EC 06 2683 ED N.A.
Puhl. Date Sep 74 ,p.
Wilson. Harriet NI.: Holbrook. Anthony
An Instrumental Approach to
Oral-Nasal Speech Balance With a
Preschool Hearing Impaired Child.
Volta Rey iett . V76 N6 P361-7 Sep 1974

Des:riptors! exceptional child education:
aurailt handicapped: speech therapy
educational technology; sistial learning.
rreschool children: reinforcement

A tisual ieinforcement des ice vois used
'Atth a 4-) car-old hearing impaired child
;0 ass:st in her des elopment of oral ts
nasal speech sound produ,tion. In Train-
ore session- oyer prrlod of 5 months
she learned to .n,en oty els
ott ard ay) ..),;hout ex, es-;.e nasality .

:g Thar!, with Alcorn sy othol)
tterc lased 'o mtrodne.: the :w,al sond,

and a. AN ;pf-mr;r0i, which
,)lote light in respoil,e to pare oral
s.iunds and a red light V. If h helped
to mote. noe and reinforce the chdO al her
prodcction of correct spee.h sounds In
add.tion. the apparatus assisted in dem-
onsiratmg rh)thm in speech ir'suthori

ABSTRACT 2774
EL 66 2774 El) N.A.
Publ. Date Feb 74 11p.
McReynolds. Leila V. and Others
Nlarkedness Theory and Articulation
FIrrors.
Journal of Speech md Hearing Disor-
ders: V39 NI P93-103 f:eh 1974

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
speech handicapped; articulation
tspeechr, phoneties evaluation; speech
habits

Articulation errors of 19 children (mean
age of 4 years) were subjected to a

markedness analysis to determine wheth-
er their substitutions consisted of pho-
nemes that were less complex than the
target phonemes with respect to articula-
tory and perceptual effort. The unit for
the analysis consisted of individual dis-
tinctive features and distinctive feature
bundles. The analysis explored change.,
in features from more complex to less
complex and the reverse. The children
did not substitute phonemes requiring
less effort than the target phoneme con-
sistently. Their substitutions also consist-
ed of phonemes that, according tc
markedness theory, might be considerec
to require greater effort than the target
phoneme. (Author)

ABSTRACT 74
EC 07 0074 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Sep 74
Monnin, 1.orraine Huntington, Doro-
thy A.
Relationship of Articulatory Defects to
Speech-Sound Identification.
Journal of Speech and Hearing Research.
VI7 813 P352-66 Sep 1974

Descriptor,: kindergarten; :irtiCulation
(speech); identifi:ation; auditory percep-
tion; aural stimuli; exceptional child r
search; speech handicapped; students;
preschool education;

Fifteen normal-speaking kindergartners
%Oh defective r's, and LS preschoolers
ttere compared on a speech-sound identi-
fication task which included sounds the
speech-defective Ss misarticulated and
sounds they artictilated correctly . The
idennfication task included four tests: con-
trasts of 'r* and 'v.-, acoustically similar
.aintrasts, acoustically dissimilar con-
trasts, and .1 contrasts. "I he speech
sounds uere presented on a continuum
fri,m undistorted sigt:,ds to severely dis-
torted speech signals under conditiom,
\Alin:A have caused Tinfusion among
adults. Ihe procedure employed sirs dc
si;mcd to test, in depth. each sound under
study and to minimize extraneous sari:i-
t-des Speech-sound identification ililiti, of
spee...h-defectisc Ss YY;is found to he a
specific rather than a geneial deficienct
indismting a posur.e relationship betysee!I
production an(1 identification ability Ai-
thpi
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Moosem Randall H.
Durational Aspects of Vowel Produc-
tion in the Speech of Deaf Children.
Journal of Speech and Hearing Research.
5(7 N3 P386-98 Sep 1974

N

Deseriptors. deaf; adolescents: speech
h,Outs: articulation (speeeh). speech esal-
mown; exceptional chdd t e search;
;Mt:illy handicapped.

aspeCfs :1[17.1flon ,OPtrOf
ov. el \ten: etammed m

Ic_if ;in) c normally hearing Ss 03 to 1(1

years old:: inherent durational differ-
ences beta een tsso closely related VOW-

lfri and /Ili and the modifying halo.
ence of the following Consonant.
pronounced 56 words containing a %owe!

or !li) followed h In, s. n, d, z. of.
In the speech of the deaf Ss the tuo
v oss els occupied much more restrieted
duratninal ranges than they do in normal
speech. The modify ine influenee of a fol-
lowing sound V. ;1,, different in the ...Ise of
the deaf Ss. Differences hetucc., the
deaf and normal Ss &lid not appear to he
simply errors of speedl production. hut
reflected instead ditferent type it lin-
guistic sr.:Jure. 1 he siisvel produetion
characteristics of the deaf Ss aeeounted
in part for the loss intelligibility of con-
sonantal sounds in the speeeh if the
deaf. and implied that standard articula-
non tests Illa he an inetTecuse means of
assessing speech production processes of
deaf speakers (Author)
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Yoss . Kat he .Allan; Darley, Frederie 1..
Developmental Apraxia of Speech in
Children a ith Defective Articulation.
Journal of Speech arid Hearing Research:
VI N3 P399-416 Sep 1974

Descriptors: speech handicapped:
articulation (speech); child des elopment:
speceh habit,. exceptional child re-
search; cm childhood; childhood:
speech es aluation; testing: Aproxia:

'fo identify behaviors uhich might distin-
guish des elopmental apraxia of speed.
from functional articulation disorders. 3(i
children (5 to 10 years old) with moder-
ate to severe defeetive articulation hut
%kith normal intelligence, hearing, and
memage abilities and uith no apparent

organi.: pathologic condition and a group
of matched control Ss ttere given a hat-
ter) of speech and nonspeech tests.
Pediatrie neurologic examinations Were
completed for ,he Ss with defective ar-
ticulation. Speech data were analyzed
according to type of :Wien:anion error
and hi. a method of distinctive-feamte
categolization. Highly significant differ-
enees sk etc foUnd between Conti of and
defe,Aise articulation Ss. A rationale was
estaNished for Mt ision of the defective
articulation group on the basis of their
performanee on isolated solitinal oral
mosement tasks 8Comhinations of voria-
hle, that emerged statistically signifl-
,:nt dilly:00E1ring pi-dictors heity yen
these uhgrolips I ye

tycie neurologic Tailor), 1)),-
and thieefcanirc err, Irs. distortions, p:o
longation) and lepetitions. additions,
one pi.:_e aod Mc
t-iehas ditlerem.e suppor red the
:011,11i5mon th.d iii identifiable des elop-
mental Iptayia of speech exists in some
children 0.1th defecrice articulation.
rAuthe
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Friseh, (lima R.; Handler. Leonard
A Neu r op ss chological lo%estigation of
Functional Disorders of Speech Artic-
ulation.
Journal of Speech and Hearing Research:
517 N.' P432-45 Sep 1974

Descriptt speech handicapped;
childhood, articulation (speech): lateral
dominan.e: neurological defects; eXcep-
tmmuin;ml ,hild research: neurology; stan-
dardi/ed tests:

To investigate the neurological compet-
ence of siildren diagnosed as has ieg
fUnetional atticulatorN disorders, the Rei-
tan-Indiana Neuropsyehologieal Test
Batten!, was administered to 10 males (7
and 8 years old) who had errors of omis-
sion, 10 who had substitutions, and 10
who were matched control,. Of the 25
suhtest scores. I I showed significant
differences hetween the children with
speech problems and controls. The
scores for the omissum group were sig-
nificantly poorer than those for the other
two groups. 'Iwo judges. familiar %soh
interpretation of the batten), rated nine



of the 10 omission Ss, seven of the 10
substitution Ss. and one of the 10 control
Ss as brain damaged. The evidence
pointed to the left hemisphere as a possi-
ble location of the cerebral damage. The
Ss demonstrated greatest difficulty with
tasks which required sensory-receptive
functioni. (Author)
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Weeks, Thelma E.
The Slow Speech Development of a
Bright Child.
Lexington Books. D.C. Heath & Compa-
ny, 125 Spring Street, Lexington. Massa-
chusetts 02173 ($14.00),

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
gifted: language development:
longitudinal studies: case studies: infan-
cy; early childhood; speech skills: pho-
netics; phonology; retarded speech de-
velopment: vocabulary.. development:
females: child development; negative
forms(language); morphology(languages):
lexicology;

The language acquisition of an unu,arally
bright girl with slow speech development
was studied from age two months to five
years in order to describe her speech
development. compare her development
to that of other children look for causes
of slow speech development, and exam-
ine educational implications of findings.
Study showed she was skilled on roller
skates. the jungle jim. in puzzles and in
sculptinv. Semantic and paralinguistic
aspects ot ,pecch were not shw in de-
veloping. but phonologkal. morphologi-
L:al, ,:yntactic, and lexical aspects w ere
slow. Passive ).ocabulary was in the 99th
percentile IQ at age 5 was 139. Non-
speech sounds did not provide difficulty.
Order of acquisition was not very differ
ent from other children. Certain strate-
gies for language acquisition were differ-
ent or more extreme than other chil-
dren's. Written language was easier for
her to process than spoken language. She
read simple stories before age 4. More
studies are needed to deteriffine patterns
of slow speech development, pinpoint
causes, and determine courses of action
to prevent c. .idvantagement. (MYS)
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Daly, David A.; Johnson. Nettie Pippin
Instrumental Modification of Hyper-
nasal Voice Quality in Retarded Chil-
dren: Case Reports.
Journal of Speech and Hearing Disor-
ders; V39 N4 P500-7 Nov 1974

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
mentally handicapped; educable mentally
handicapped; technology; speech habits;
voice disorders; speech therapy; media
technology: case studies; training tech-
niques;

A bioelectric system for detecting and
measuring voice parameters, The Oral
Nasal Acoustic Ratio (TONAR), was
used to explore its potential for reducing
nasality in three mentally retarded chil-

dren with hypernasality. AU three re-
duced their hypernasality during a

3-week treatment period. Concomitant
improvements in speech intelligibility
occurred in two of the children. While
replication studies were definitely war-
ranted, the findings strongly suggested
that many educable mentaHy retarded
children do have the potential for modi-
fying their hypernasality and that TON-
AR appears to have significant clinical
potential for such children. (Author)
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Chess, Stella: Rosenberg, Marguerite
Clinical Differentiation Among Chil-
dren with initial Language Com-
plaints.
Journal of Autism and Childhood Schizo-
phrenia: V4 N2 P99-109 Mar 1974

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
speech handicapped: language handi-
capped: psychiatry: inciderKe: speech
evaluation: child development; cace stud-
ies: chnical diagno:i-: Developmental
Disabilities,

Examined were the incidence and classi-
fication of speech disorders among 563
predominantly upper middle class chil-
dren seen from 1970 to 1973 by a private
psychiatrist. A review of clinical records
revealed the tbflowing findings: that
there were more boys (1(1.5) than girk
(34) of the 139 children with some type
of language disorder: that the frequency
of i)ccurrence among 10 categories or
language disability was greatest for de-
layed onset t81). below - age speech
usage 1511, and articulation oddities (49):
that the children had an average of 2 5
associated disabihtics including learning
problems (40M. hyperactivity (19%). kind
behavior difficulties (64%1: that the peak
referral age for speech disorders
5-years-old) was earlier than referrak for
other reasu s (8-to 9-years-old); and that
the most frequently defined psychiatric
categories v ere cerebral dysfunction (in-
cluding menial eiardation), and develop-
mental lag. Prci.ided are two case hkto-
ries of 4- :nd 5-year-old children with
language disorders. (CL)
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Asp, Carl W.
The Effectiveness of Low-Frequency
Amplification and Filtered-Speech
Testing for Preschool Deaf Children.
Final Report.
Tennessee Univ., Knoxville.
Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped (DHEW/OE), Washington, D. C.
EDRS mf; hc
OEG-0-9-522113-3339 (032)

Descriptors: deaf; preschool education;
auditory training; speech skills; speech
tests; exceptional child research; aurally
handicapped; speech improvement; test
validity; listening skills: curriculum
guides; teaching methods; audio equip-
ment; vcrbo-tonal method:

During a 1-year period, 20 preschool
deaf children were matched and given

3 0 25

iuditory training by the Verbo-tonal
method using two different amplification
systems (one which amplified from 200
to 5000 hertz and the other from 20 to
5000 hertz). There were three main
goals: to compare two different amplifi-
cation systems to determine if tht addi-
tion of frequencies in the 20 to 200 hertz
range could facilitate the acquisition of
speech perception and speech production
skills in young deaf children; to evaluate
if severely impaired children could be
trained auditorily by using aural/oral
procedures such as the verbo-tonal meth-
od; and to evaluate filtered-speech test-
ing for young deaf children. There was
no significant difference between the
speech reception/production scores of
the two groups. Both groups showed sig-
nificant improvement, indicating that the
verbo-tonal method was effective in the
auditory training of severely hear-
ing-impaired children. The filterLd speech
testing produced similar detection thresh-
olds to those of pure-tone audiometry.
(Appendixes include a review of litera-
ture on the use of low-frequency amplifi-
cation with the hearing impaired, a Ver-
bo-tonal method materials list, and a cur-
riculum guide for using the Verbo-tonal
method. (Author/LS)
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Irwin. John V. and Others
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Acta Symbolica; V5 N2 P1-7 74

Descriptors: exceptional child rei,earch;
speech handicapped; articulation
(speech): primary grades; speech e..aloa-
tion; language patterns; statistical data;
longitudinal studies;

Presented is further data from a 3-year
longitudinal study of 3,147 first grade
cHldren with at least one articulatory
C:viation. Comparisons from the first ar-
ilculatory test administered to Ss are
given for three groups: the 327 Ss who
were selected for therapy, the 1155 Ss
who were lost to the study. and the 1665
Ss who were studied for the balance of
the 3 years. Among conclusions drawn
from the data are that the study group
could not be regarded as completely rep-
resentative of the original sample, that
the therapy group showed the most se-
vere articulation probiems and that the
lost group was the least severe. (For
Parts 1 and 3 of the study sec EC 061432
and 071561). (LS)
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Irwin, John V. and Others
A Longitudinal Study of the Sponta-
neous Remission of Artkulatory De-
fects of 1665 School Children In
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Detriptors: exceptional child research
speech handicapped; articulatior
(speech); primary grades; speech skills:
language patterns; behavior change; sta .
tistical data; longitudinal studies;

Presented is further data from a 3-year
longitudinal study of the spontaneous
remission of articulatory defects of 1665
children who were tested on 13 pho-
nemes in three word positions in the fall
and spring of grades 1, 2, and 3. Data
reported deal with ate degree of sponta-
neous remission for the entire group, the
correlations between the number of pho-
nemes in error at selected test intervals,
and the classification of Ss into four
subgroups by rate of spontaneous remis-
sion. Among conclusions drawn are that
82% of all Ss had mastered all of their
error phonemes by the end of grade 3.
(For Parts 1 and 2 of the study see EC
061432 and 071560). (LS)
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Saxman. John H.: Miner, Jon F.
Short-Term Memory and Language
Skills in Articulation-Deficient Chil-
dren.
fournal of Speech and Hearing Research;
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Descriptor,: exceptional child research:
speech handicapped .. articulation
rspecch): kindergarten; memory: aural
stimuli: reaII p chologicAll: language

Short-term memory (STM ) for t hree
pt-, of auditorily presentiid stimulus

material v. as tested in 28 kindergarten
children with articulation deficits and 28
Lhildren 1th normal articulation. The
stimulus material conskted of digit. ran-
dom- ord. and sentence Ntrings that var-
ied from four to 10 units in length. The
group v.ith good articulation performed
Nignificantly better than the group with
articulation deficits on the sentence recall
task. but not on the digit and ran-
dom-word tasks. Recall v.as significantly
beuer for sentences than for digits and
random ssords for both groups. Recall
scores for sentence material were not
correlated with articulation error scores
but \sere correlated significantly with
language comprehension scores and audi-
tory discrimination scores obtained for
the same subjects in a parallel study. It
was concluded that sentence structure is
less helpful for children with articulation
deficits than for children with normal ar-
ticulatioi in the immediate recall of lexi-
cal item A diminished linguistic ability.
rather than a general STM deficit, best
accounts for this performance difference.
Number of articulation errors is not re-
lated directly to the STM for sentence
performance difference. (Author)
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Shprintzen. Robert J. and Others
A New Therapeutic Technique for the
Treatment of Velopharyngeal Incom-
petence.
Journal of Speech and Hearing Disor-
ders; V40 NI P69-83 Feb 1975

Descriptors: exceptional child research
speech handicapped; cleft palate: operant
conditioning: speech therapy; leatning
behavior change;

A new therapeutic technique for the
treatment of velopharyngeal incompet-
ence during speech was administered to
four Ss (4-to 19-years-old). The tech-
nique involved an operant procedure de-
signed to utilize successive approxima-
tion to competent speech via competent
blowing or whistling closure mecha-
nisms It was based on cinefluoroscopic
observations of normals utilizing the
same closure mechanism for speech,
blowing, and whistling plus videofluoros.
copic observations of cleft palate Ss wla)
were capable of attaining normal closure
patterns for blowing and whistling, but
not for speech. Data indicated that
speech incompetence in individuals who
can achieve closure during blowing and
svhistling may be a result of an error in
learning. (Author/GW)
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MSS Information Corporation, 655 Madi-
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Descriptors: exceptional child education;
exceptional child research: mentally
handicapped; ph,sically handicapped:
cerebral palsy: learning disabilities; lan-
guage handicapped: speech handicapped;
intervention: remedial instruction;
behavior change; reinforcement; operant
conditioning; theories; guidelines lan-
guage instruction; speech therapy; animal
behavior; communication (thought trans-
fer) multiply handicapped;

The first of two volumes on functional
language intervention includes 19 articles
concerned with a systematic apprtmch to
intervention, means of gaining clinician
control, and the nonspeech response
mode. Basic intervention procedures are
reported to involve two steps for evalu-
ating behavioral change: establishing -a

baseline of linguistic behavior, and ana-
lyzing the conditions that maintain and
modify the linguistic behavior. Papers
about a systematic approach focus on
the following topics: an introduction to
the functional analysis of speech and
language (F. Girardeau et al.). the impli-
cations of a functional approach w
speech and hearing research and therapy

Spradlin et al.), speech pathology and
the experimental analysis of behavior (R.
Brookshire). current dimensions of ap-
plied behavior analysis D. Baer et al.),
language functions of retarded children
(R. Schiefelbusch), clinical guidelines
about the nonverbal child (J. Stark et
al.). the bases of decision in language
training (N. Rees), developing the con-
tent for a language teaching program (J.
Miller et al.), the integration of linguistic
theory and operant procedures in lan-
guage training for the mentally retarded
(1. Lynch et al.). and an experimental
program of functional language for ver-
bally deficient children (W. Sailor),

26 C. i

Means of gaining clinician control are th(
theme of papers on the following sub-
jects: contingencies and consequences ir
speech therapy (L. McReynolds), dontrol
of tantrum behavior by operant tech-
niques during experimental verbal train-
ing (W. Sailor et a).), manipulation of
self destruction in three retarded children
(0.Lovaas et al.), a case study in lan-
guage conditioning and generalization
with a severely retarded child (E. Bar-
ton), and the use of positive reinforce-
ment in conditioning attending behavior
(H. Walker). The nonspeech response
mode is the focus of entries on the fol-
lowing topics: communication and lan-
guage in the home-raised chimpanzee
(W. Kellogg), teaching sign language to a
chimpanzee (R. Gardner et al.), a func-
tional analysis of language (D. Premack),
and communication boards for cerebral
palsied children (E. McDonald et al.).
(For a related document, see EC
072461.) (GW)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research;
multiply handicapped; mentally handi-
capped; speech handicapped; learning
disabilities; language handicapped:
disadvantaged youth; intersention: reme-
dial instruction: he ha v ior change:
reinforcement; operant conditioning:
language instruction; speech therapy;
training techniques;

The second of two vkilumes on function-
al language intervention includes 28 pa-
pers concerned with the establishment of
vocal-verbal behavior in nonverbal or
echolalic children and the development
of linguistic behaviors. Basic interven-
tion procedures are reported to involve
two steps for evaluating behavioral
change: establishing a baseline of linguis-
tic behavior, and analyzing the condi-
tions that maintain and r.odify the lin-
guistic behavior. Ten entries on voc-
al-verbal behavior focus on the following
topics: vocal conditioning in infants (G.
Siegel), language training for the autistic
child using operant conditioning proce-
dures (J. Stark). assessment and modifi-
cation of verbal imitation with low func-
tioning retarded children (W. Bricker et
al.), reinforcement control of generalized
imitation in young children (ft Baer et
al.), acquisition of imitative speech by
schizophrenic children (0. Lovaas et
al.), the development of imitation by
reinforcing behavioral similarity to a
model (D. Baer et al.). an experimental
analysis of verbal imitation in preschool
children (T.Brigham et al.), experiments
on thc organization of a class of imita-
tive behaviors (R. Peterson), the devel-
opment of generalized imitation within
topographically determined boundaries
(E. Garcia et al.). and speech acquisition
in a mute, visually impaire lolescent
(D. Guess et al.). The dev s. tpment of



linguisitic behaviors i the concern of 18
papers on such subjects as the following:
development of receptive vocabulary in
severely retarded children (W. Bricker et
al.), instruction-following behavior of a
retarded child and its controlling stimuli
(S. Striefel et al.), a language training
program for retarded children (K. Sire-
mei), establishment of use of descriptive
adjectives in the spontaneous speech of
isadvantaged preschool children (B.

hart et al.), modification of the frequen-
cy of descriptive adjectives in the speech
of Head Start children through modeling
without reinforcement (B. Lahey), recep-
tive training of adjectival inflections in
mental retardates (D. Baer et al.). stimu-
lus factors in the training of prepositional
usage in three autistic children (W. Sailor
et al.), and improving oral language skills
in a classroom for the educable mentally
retarded (M. Odom et al.). (For related
document. see EC 072460.) ((;W)
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Predictive Articulation Screening.
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Descriptors: articulation (speech); speech
evaluation; test validity; predictive meas-
urement: screening tests; exceptional
child education; speech handicapped;
primary grades; followup studies; Predic-
tive Screening Test of Articulation:

The Predictive Screening Test of Articu-
lation (PSTA) v.as adminktered to 371
children in first grade and again in third
grade to evaluate its effectiveness as a
predictive test and screen. instrument.
Ss represented those children (out of a
total of 589) who had scored 34 or higher
on the PSTA in first grade and thus were
not enrolled in therapy. A prediction
range of 88.1-89.5% was obtained based
on the percentage of Ss who achieved
normal articulation by the third grade
without the benefit of speech therapy.
Results supported the use of the PST.A
as a ..valuahle instrument in the speech
adegitacy screening of a first-grade popu-
lation. (LS)
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The Effects of Scheduling on Progress
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Language, Speech and Hearing Services
in Schools; V6 N2 P96-101 Apr 1975

Descriptors: articulation (speech); speech
therapy; time factors (learning);
scheduling; exceptional child education;
speech handicapped; elementary educa-
tion;

Seventy children with articulation disor-
ders in grades I through 6 participated in
an evaluation of the effectiveness of five
different paired-stimuli articulation thera-
py schedules. Results revealed that Ss
who were scheduled for therapy twice a
week reached criterion in significantly
less time than those scheduled three or
four timcs per week. (LSI
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McReynolds, Leija V.; And Others
Articulatory-Defective Children's Dis-
crimination of Their Production Er-
rors.
Journal of Speech and Hearing Disor-
ders; V40 N3 P327-338

Descriptors: articulation (speech);
auditory perception; exceptional child
research; speech handicapped; early
childhood education; expressive lan-
guage; receptive language;

Discrimination and production perform-
ance of seven severely misarticulating
children (3-7 years) was analyzed in
terms of errors in distinctive features
and phonemes. Their performance on the
McDonald Deep Test of Articulation and
a minimal pairs discrimination test was
also compared to the performance of
seven children without articulation errors
on the same measures. The normal chil-
dren performed equally well in produc-
tion and discrimination. However, the
articulatory-error children performed
poorly on the production test but per-
formed almost as well as the normal chil-
dren on the discrimination test. A dis-
crepancy in articulatory-error children's
production and discrimination of their
error phonemes was obtained. They dis-
criminatcd features and phonemes they
did not produce. (Author)
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Descriptors: articulation (speech): speech
therapy; exceptional child research:
speech handicapped: elementary educa-
tion; transfer of training;

Six children (6-9 years old) with articula-
tion problems participated in an evalua-
tion of the importance of v.ord position
in articulation therapy. Ss were divided
into two groups, with Group I receiving
word training in initial position words
exclusively, and Group II receiving train-
ing in initial, final, and medial word posi-
tions. Specific generalization across word
position boundaries was found for both
experimental groups in varying degrees.
Results suggested that during the acquisi-
tion phase of phone learning, the tradi-
tional practice of therapy drill with ini-
tial, final, and medial position words
appears to be in order for a majority of
cases. (LS)
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De iptors: articulation (speech):
auditory perception; speech skills; excep-
tional child research; speech handi-
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capped; early childhood education;
speech therapy;

Four children (5 and 6 years old) each of
whom lacked four phonemes in his artic-
ulatory repertoire. participated in a study
to determine whether a functional rela-
tionship exists between speech sound
discrimination and articulation: For two
Ss. Condition I consisted of production
training followed by a discrimination
probe and Condition consisted of dis-
crimination training lollowed by a pro-
duction probe. For the other two Ss. the
conditions were reversed. In production
training. the Ss were trained to articulate
correctly three consonant-vowel (CV)
syllables in response to nonsense pic-
tures. In discrimination training, the Ss
were trained to find nonsense pictures in
response to three CV syllahles. Probe
measures were administered to determine
if changes occured in one modality after
training the other modality. Results indi-
cated that production training was effec-
tive in changing both articulation and
dkcrimination: however, discrimination
training was effective in changing only
discri minat ion . Author/LS)
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Descriptors: exceptional child services;
speech handicapped; speech therapy;
program guides; program descriptions;
guidelines; speech handicaps; Wisconsin

The handbook is designed as a guide to
the school speech therapy programs
within the Cooperative Educational
Service Agency 5 in Wisconsin. A gener-
al philosophy of speech therapy is pre-
sented, the professional responsibilities
of the speech clinician outlined, and
professional associations described. The
responsibilities of the administration to
the speech therapy program, and of the
classroom teacher to the speech clinician
and the program, are set forth. The
organization of the program is sketched,
and the communication disorders found
in the schools discussed. Samples of
forms used by the clinicians are includ-
ed. Listed are the necessary facilities and
equipment for an adequate program, in
addition to diagnostic and language
tests, and publishing companies which
are sources for diagnostic materials,
therapy, and equipment. (KW)
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Descriptors: exceptional child educa-
tion; speech handicapped; articulation
(speech); speech therapy; mothers; par-
ent role; parent child relationship; oper-
ant conditioning

A study was conducted to investigate the
effectiveness of a program of articula-
tion therapy administered by mothers at
home. A program was designed within
the operant framework to teach, one at a
time, any consonants or blends in the
English language. It required a speech
pathologist to train the child to imitate
the target sound in isolation before
beginning the program. Twenty subjects,
aged 4-7 years, with articulation disor-
ders were divided into two matched
groups on the basis of age, number of
errors, and the sound to be taught. A
battery of four tests was used four times
to evaluate progress. All experimental
children showed improvement in all
tests, with less than 1 1/2 hours of
professional time per sound and less
than three weeks total time. It is hypoth-
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esized that speech aides could help in
articulation therapy, although carry-
over may not be as effective as with the
mothers. The six lessons used by the
mothers are included in the appendix.
(GD)

ABSTRACT 2169
EC 03 2169 ED 049 588
Publ. Date Oct 70 60p.
Mann, James W. May, Jane
The Status of Speech Pathology and
Audiology Programs in Elementary
and Secondary Schools.
Mississippi University, University,
School of Education
EDRS mf,hc

Descriptors: aurally handicapped; speech
handicapped: professional personnel;
questionnaires; exceptional child re-
search; speech therapists; public schools;
audiolingual methods; speech therapy;
hearing therapy; elementary education;
secondary education; Mississippi

Addressed primarily to the prospective
es well as the working, speech and hear-
ing clinician, the study investigated the
current practices and status of public
school speech and hearing programs in
Mississippi. A questionnaire was for-
warded to 49 speech and hearing clini-
cians to determine professional title and
relationships, screening and diagnosis,
classification and distribution of disor-
ders, remedial procedures, supervision,
and speech improvement. The results
were felt to point up such needs as stan-
dardization of professional titles at the
state level, more consistent and precise
methods of examination of speech disor-
ders; some standard program manage-
ment practices; more joint responsibility
shared with the superintendents, parents,
principals, teachers, and therapist; more
teacher guidance from the speech clini-
cian. A copy of the questionnaire com-
pleted by the speech and hearing person-
nel is included in the appendix. (CD)

ABSTRACT 2267
EC 03 2267 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Mar 70 25p.
Edwards, Clark and Others
Speech and Hearing Services.
EDRS not available
Wisconsin State Department of Public
histruction, 126 Langdon Street, Madi-
son, Wisconsin 53702.

Descriptors: exceptional child services;
aurally handicapped; speech handi-
capped; state programs; educational pro-
grams; speech therapists; hearing conser-
vation; hearing therapy; speech therapy;
Wisconsin

Following a review of the history of
speech and hearing services in Wiscon-
sin, the booklet details speech correction
services and educational programs for
speech handicapped and hearing im-
gaired children in Wisconsin. The first of
three major sections describes the Hear-
ing Conservation Program, providing
statewide audiometric -...creening, diag-
nostic, otologic examinations, and fol-
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lowup with medical and/o: lducational
recommendations. The sect d section
surveys deaf education in Wisconsin,
stating philosophy, eligibility standards,
age range of services, and services avail-
able (day classes, residential school, re-
habilitation center). Also mentioned are
provisions for out-of-state attendance
and teacher training, the role of the Divi-
sion for Handicapped Children, and the
use of itinerant teachers and social work-
ers. The final section treats the state's
speech correction program, in which cli-
nicians function with a great deal of au-
tonomy. Briefly touched upon are pro-
gram philosophy, certification, reim-
bursement, reporting, case finding, diag-
nosis, scheduling, therapy, and cleft pal-
ate program. Appended are lists of state
statutes pertaining to speech and hearing,
Wisconsin's 16 speech and hearing cen-
ters, and due dates of required forms for
services. (1(W)

ABSTRACT 266
EC 04 0266 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 7 1 238p.
Falk. Mervyn L., Ed.
A Cleft Palate Team Addresses the
Speech Clinician.
EDRS not available
Charles C Thomas. Puhhsher. 301-327
East Lawrence Avenue. Springfield. Illi-
nois 62703 (S11.251.

Descriptors: exceptional child services:
speech handicapped: cleft palate; slate
programs: medical treatment: speech
therapy: emotional adjustment: physi-
cians: professional personnel: dental
health; Michigan: surgical treatment

Ten chapters written in a conversational
tone are addressed to school speech cli-
nicians and concern services for and
treatment of cleft palate children. with
particular emphasis on the organization
of services in the state of Michigan.
Anthony R. Ceresko's discussion of the
role of public health in Michigan covers
the organization and programs of the
Division of Services to Crippled Children
and the Bureau of Maternal and Child
Health and related state legislation. The
role of a state speech and hearing con-
sultant in cleft palate management is
defined by Carol Barbeito. William G.
McEvitt covers plastic surgery, while
Ned I. Chalat describes otolaryngologic
problems and their management. A for-
malized therapy format for school
speech correction is presented by Mer-
vyn L. Falk. Attention is also given to
psychiatric considerations concerning
both the cleft palate child and his par-
ents, by Joseph Fischoff: to the pediatri-
cian's role in cleft palate management,
by Robert Chesky: to dental and prosth-
etic management, by K.W. Sproule and
E.P. Hawthorne; to the orthodontist's
role in the treatment of both cleft lip and
palate. by J. Hilliard Hicks: and to the
role of medical social work. by Judith
Bensky. (KW)

ABSTRACT 1843
EC 04 1843 ED N.A.
Publ. Date May 72 7p.
Shearer. William M.



Diagnosis and Treatment of Voice Dis-
orders in School Children.
EDRS not available
Journal of Speech and Hearing Disor-
ders: V37 N2 P2I5-21 May 1972

Descriptors: exceptional child services:
speech handicapped: voice disorders:
clinical diagnosis: speech evaluation:
program descriptions: speech therapists

Described is a diagnostic program for
children with voice disorders established
at Northern Illinois University at the
request .of local speech clinicians. The
diagnostic team, meeting four times a
year. consisted of a speech pathologist, a
laryngologist. and a school psychologist.
with the clinic providing audiological
services. Referring school clinicians ac-
companied the children through the diag-
nostic procedure and conferred with
team members at the various stations.
Vocal nodules were found in 57% of the
children. most of whom had been re-
ferred because of hoarseness. The evalu-
ation procedure and therapy recommen-
dations are discussed in detail. The clini-
cians expressed an increased confidence
in dealing uith voice problems and tend-
ed to include voice disorders more readi-
ly in their regular case loads. (Author)

ABSTRACT 2669
EC a4 2669 ED N.A.
Publ, Date 72 19p.
Black. Nlartha E.
Speech Therapy in the Public Schools.
Bobbs-Merrill Company. 4300 West 62nd
Street. Indianapolis. Indiana 46268

Descriptors: exceptional child education:
speech handicapped: speech therapy:
public schools: guidelines; clinical diag-
nosis: educational programs: program
design

The pamphlet describes the status of
speech therapy in the public schools and
provides guidelines for programs which
integrate clinical therapy with the educa-
tional process. In particular. the author
discusses the organization of clinical
programs. procedures for selecting pupils
for therapy. case loads and therapy
schedules. equipment, the planning and
content of therapy. utilization of suppor-
tive personnel and the importance of
progress reports and case histories. (GW)

ABSTRACT 1169
EC 05 1169 ED 072 603
Publ. Date Jan 72 44p.
Administrator's Guide to Programs
for Speech Handicapped School Chil-
dren.
South Carolina State Department of
Education. Columbia. Office of Programs
for the Handicapped
EDRS mf.hc

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
speech handicapped: administration:
speech therapy; program development;
guidelines; school role; speech thera-
pists; teachers: principals: role percep-
tion: equipment; educational facilities;
scheduling: screening tests: records
(forms)

The handbook off ers guidelines to admin-
istrators who are developing programs to

meet the need for speech therapy ser-
vices in South Carolina schools.
Responsibilities of school principals.
speech coordinators, speech clinicians.
and classroom teachers are identified.
Recommendations are made concerning
equipment needs (tape recorders, audi-
ometers. record players, and mirrors)
and facility specifications (room size.
electrical supply, and furniture). Two
procedures for scheduling clinicians'
school visits (the itinerant and blocking
systems) are diagramed. and varying
therapy schedules are recommended for
children with different degrees of speech
handicap. Described are screening and
reevaluation procedures for children in
kindergarten through twelfth grade. Ap-
pendixes include forms for a statistical
summary for state aid and a district
summary of state aid: the South Carolina
Special Education Act of 1970; addresses
of companies publishing diagnostic and
instructional materials; and addresses of
speech and hearing centers n South
Carolina. Also presented in the appendix-
es are forms for referrals. progress re-
ports. dismissals, semester-end reports.
and clinicians' monthly caseload atten-
dance report. (GW)

ABSTRACT 1390
EC 05 1390 ED 073 601
Publ. Date 72 82p.
Gross, F. P. and Others
Ohio School Speech and Hearing Ser-
vices.
Ohio State Dept. of Education. Colum-
bus. Division Of Special Education
EDRS mf.hc

Descriptors: exceptional child services
speech handicapped: aurally handi-
capped: state standards: state programs:
school services: speech therapy: hearing
therapy: state departments of education;
Ohio

The pamphlet on speech and hearing
services offered by the Ohio Department
of Education discusses both the general
status of speech and hearing saervices,
and certification and program standards.
The general status of Ohio's programs is
described in terms of the history of
speech and hearing therapy in Ohio. the
present status of units in speech and
hearing services. and past and current
research and demonstration projects.
Also examined are certification standards
for therapists. State Board of Education
program standards. and division policies.
Guidelines are presented for the follow-
ing aspects of program development:
speech and hearing therapy services in a
school system (staff functions and evalu-
ative program criteria), equipment and
facilities, program organization, instruc-
tional programs (scheduling methods,
lesson planning. carry-over, termination
of therapy, and followup cases). records
and reports. sources of professional as-
sistance. special state programs for the
hearing impaired. and audiometric evalu-
ations. Appendixes include: suggested
record and report forms; the code of eth-
ics of the Ohio Speech and Hearing As-
sociation: descriptions of the functions
of the professional staff in the Division
of Special Education; program standards
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for special educational units for deaf and
hard of hearing children: and recommen-
dations from the International Standards
Organization. (GW)

ABSTRACT 1485
EC 05 1485 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Feb 73 I lp .
Carpenter. Robert L.: Augustine. Lloyd
E.
A Pilot Training Program for Parent-
Clinicians.
Journal of Speech and Hearing Disor-
ders; V38 NI P48-58 Feb 73

Descriptors: exceptional child education:
speech handicapped; infancy: early child-
hood; childhood; communication prob
lems; speech therapists; speech therapy:
parent role: parent education; education-
al programs; mothers; program descrip-
tions

Four mothers of children with a variety
of communication disorders received
training in behavior change techniques at
a 2-day workshop. The goal was to teach
the mothers to use a specific instruction-
al approach which involved an antece-
dent-behavior-consequence paradigm.
For each case. specific child and parental
behaviors were determined by a speech
pathologist. Followup was accomplished
by mail and telephone contact. Examples
of two of the parent-cliniciaii programs
are given. Positive changes were report-
ed in three of the four children over a 2-
to 3-month period. The parent training
program was recommended for situations
where speech pathology services are lim-
ited or when daily treatment is required.
1Author/GW)

ABSTRACT 1739
EC 06 1739 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Apr 74 7p.
Van Hattum, Rolland J. and Others
The Speech Improvement System (SIS)
Taped Program for Remediation of
Articulation Problems in the Schools.
Language, Speech and Hearing Services
in Schools; V5 N2 P91-7 Apr 1974

Descriptors: exceptional child services;
speech handicapped; elementary school
students; speech improvement; articula-
tion (speech); speech therapy; auditory
training; program descriptions; program
development; field studies

Described are development of the
Speech Improvement System consisting
of eight taped speech therapy programs,
and field tests with 961 elementary
school students. Discussed are the fol-
lowing program components: the Preliter-
ate Training Program which provides
training in skills for nonreading children,
the System Training Program which pro-
vides orientation to skills required for
later programs, and six sound programs
involving 94 lessons in 30 sessions for
sounds such as 's or 'r'. Sound lesson .
are said to consist of Phase I (auditory
identification and discrimination), Phase
II (production), and Phase III (stabiliza-
tion). Noted is use of the Premack Prin-
ciple (activity selection for the last 5

minutes of the lesson) for reinforcement.



Explained k- pr4ram development are
use of behavior modification concepts
and programed learning, and considera-
tions such as appropriateness to age lev-
el. and sound position in words. Results
of field testing (1970 to 1971) are given to
include significant improvement in all
sounds on the McDonald Screening Deep
Test for Articulation, and results of a
survey reporting that 53% of 800 children
had been dismissed from further therapy.
that 37% of the children improved, and
that 10% of the chiHren did not improve.
Noted are program revisions and subse-
quent program results indicating a 72%
correction rate for children in a universi-
ty speech clinic. (MC)

ABSTRACT 1910
EC 06 1S10 ED 090 748
Publ. Date 73 30p.
Management and Supervision of Pro-
grams for Speech and Yjearing Handi-
capped.
New York State Educl:ion Dept.. Al-
bany. Bureat; for P.ysically Handi-
capped Children.
Office Jr Ed :,.ation (01-.L.W'). Washing-
ton. D. C.
EDRS mf.hc
Proceedings of the Speja Stndy lnsti-

Syracusi- New Yorl- (May 17-19.
'73)

Descriptors: exceptional child education:
Aurally handicapped: ipeech handi-
capped; institines (Ti.a.hing programs);
state programs: confv Ace t_ports; de-
livery systems: administiatio.;: program
development: models; New York

Reported arc the proceedings of a 3-day
institute on management and supervi-
sion of programs for speech and hearing
handicapped children opecated by New
York State Boards of foopei Ative Edu-
cational Services (BOCES) and included
are four papers preservi:e al the institute.
Listed are institute pairicipants, goals.
and agenda. Noted in the overview is
develorment by institute participants of
model speech pograms. Papers focus
the fc-owiri .oi'ic-,: financial and legal
aspects of and school districts;
and administrative view of supervision;
delivery and accountability for school
language, speech and hearing services:
and administratknal personnel. Four
group sessions are seen to have focused
on identification of administrative prob-
lems, essential parts of an organizational
model, and development and finalization
of the models. Three institute developed
models are described in terms of student
population base, job qualifications, tasks
involved in position. decision making
process, administrative structure and
accountability, budget, and time line.
Also given are the evaluation form com-
pleted by institute participants and a list-
ing of administrative, consultative, and
program development responsibilities.
(DB)

ABSTRACT 644
EC 07 0644 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Dec 74 7p,
Bennett, Clint
Speech Pathology and the Hearing
Impaired Child.
Volta Review; V76 N9 P550-6 Dec 1974

Descriptors: exceptional child education;
aurally handicapped; speech therapists;
speech therapy: program descriptions;
guidelines; role perception;

Des';ribed are the general principles and
training rceedures used by speech path-
ologists at a day school for hearing im-
paired chiler,m. The following features
are discussed,: training goals such as gen-
eralization of skills learned in a struc-
tured setting to the classroom and home;
auditory training of reidual hearing;
speech training in which speech sounds
are taught in tlie context of words; indi-
vidualized HAruction; developmentally
sequenced language training which em-
phasizes functional language concepts;
coordination between speech patholnists
and classroom teachers; and parent co-
operation. An appendix offers directions
for a home training program for nasal
and stop consonants. (GW)

ABSTRACT 1833
EC 07 1833 ED N. A.
Publ. Date Feb 75 14p.
Shriberg, Lawrence D.
A Response Evocation Program for

Journal of Speech and Hearing Disor-
ders: V40 NI P92-105 Feb 1975

Descriptors: exceptional child services:
articulation (speech): early childhood;
childhood: speech therapy: program de-
scriptions; delivery systems;
psychomotor skills: task analysis; Devel-
opmental Disabilities;

A response evocation program, some
principles underlying its development
and adriistration. and a review of some
clinical experiences with tne program are
explained. The program is reported to
have involved 65 children (4-to
12-years-old) with developmental articu-
lation errors of the /3t/ phoneme and 19
clinicians. Such findings as the following
are noted: that approximately 70% of
program administrations resulted in a

child emitting a good /3'/ within 6 min-
utes; and that approximately 10% of chil-
dren who were given additional training
on program step failures emitted good
13(/'s in subsequent sessions. The prelimi-
nary observations are discussed in rela-
tion to the role of task analysis and mo-
tor skills learning principles in response
evocation, clinician influences in program
outcomes, and professional issues in
service delivery to children with develop-
mental articulation errors, (Author/GW)

ABSTRACT 3087
EC 07 3087 ED N. A.
Publ. Date Jul 75 6p.
Galloway, Herbert F.; Blue, C. Milton
Paraprofessional Personnei in Articu-
lation Therapy.
Language. Speech, and Hearing Services
in Schools: V6 N3 P125-130

Descriptors: articulation (speech); speech
therapy: nonprofessional personnel;
program effectiveness; exceptional child
education: speech ho.dicapped; elemen-
tary education; program descriptions: ,

programed materials;

Described are the rationale, procedures,
and evaluation results of a 3 year project
in which paraprofessionals were trained
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to administer programed materials to
students (in grades 1-5) who had articula-
tory errors. Evaluation of the program's
effectiveness with 134 students is said to
have revealed a total correction rate of
83.5% for the paraprofessionals. (LS)

ABSTRACT 3371
EC 07 3371 D 109861
Publ. Date 74 231p.
Handbook for Speech Correction,
Grades K-12.
New York City Board o Education,
Brooklyn. NY Bureau c Curriculum
Development. Curriculum 3ulletin 1973-
1974. Series No. 6.
EDRS mf
Board of Education of tie City of New
York. Publications Sales Office. 110 Liv-
ingston Street, Brooklyn. NY 11201

($7.50)

Descriptors: speech handicapped:
program descriptions; speech therapy;
lesson plans; exceptional child education:
early childhood education; elementary
education; secondary education; public
schools; curriculum guides; program
planning; speech evaluation; resource
guides; instructional materials; New
York:

The handbook describes the speech
correction program of the New York
City school system (Grades K-12). out-
lines the duties and responsibilities of the
speech teacher, and presents guidelines.
resource materials, and lesson plans for
use with speech handicapped students,
Covered in Chapters 1-3 are aspects of
program organization (such as screening
and diagnosing, referral, and letters to
parents); speech therapy procedures (in-
cluding suggestions for planning the clini-
cal program and a lesson plan outline);
and an outline of programs in senior high
schools (including testing. selecting cas-
es. and motivation). Provided in Chapter
4 are therapy procedures and lesson
plans for correction of the following
speech problems: articulatory defects:
lisping; klling: mixed articulatory defects
and delat:ed speech; tongue thrust; prob-
lems related to cleft palate, cerebral pal-
sy. and hearing loss; cluttering; stutter-
ing; yoke disorders, and foreign accents.
Appendixes focus on the following top-
ics: forms and letters, a speech therapy
program checklist, program implementa-
tion, publicity, teaching aids. diagnostic
testing, a selected bibliography, and a list
of publishers of speech materials. (LS)

ABSTRACT 3824
FC 07 3824 ED N. A.
Publ Date Oct 75 10p.
Dopheide. W. R.; Dallinger. Jane R.
Improving Remedial Speech and Lan-
guage Services Through Clinician-
Teacher In-Service Interaction.
Language. Speech. and Hearing Services
in Schools: V6 N4 P196-205

Descriptors: program descriptions;
speech therapists; inservice teacher edu-
cation; program evaluation: exceptional
child education: speech handicapped;
language handicapped: aurally handi-
capped elementary secondary education;
-.Ache. Communication Disorders:



Described is a pilot inservice program
designed to improve cooperation be-
tween a school district's teachers and
speech and hearing cfinician. Discussed
are program components such as the use
of videotapes to demonstrate remedial
procedures used with children having
various speech and language handicaps.
Conclusions based on evaluations by the
participants and project directors are
reported, such as that a broad sampling
of participant needs. interests. issues.
problems. and background in communi-
cation disorders is needed to develop a
structure beneficial to all concerned.
(LS)
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